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Executive Summary and Key Findings 

1 Traditional Banking and CBCTs 

The reasons for current imperfections in cross-border retail transfers in the Euro range from the lack 
of a comprehensive retail payment system connecting the totality of European banks to the lack of a 
cheap and automated processing method for cross-border end-to-end transfers. Major difficulties 
arise from the fact that a high level of manual intervention is needed to process payment 
instructions with the result of raising costs and time needed to finalise the transaction. Furthermore 
balance-of-payments reporting obligations add an additional cost commitment.  

Recent evolutions in correspondent banking evidence a diverging development between those banks 
that do not have the potential to reach a critical mass of business in order to offer cost effective 
services and those that specialise in those services.  

In the latter years several steps have been taken to set up an efficient infrastructure for executing 
retail cross-border payments. Their success and impact depend largely on: 

 the availability of such systems and their interlinking; 
 their geographical coverage and access conditions; as  
 their competitiveness towards alternative solutions and private commercial agreements.  

In order to increase the efficiency of retail systems and the maturity of the business, payments 
systems should be accessible to the widest range of institutions; possibly every financial institution 
should have the possibility to be linked to a common system.  

The EBA initiative for cross-border retail payments is trying to overcome the entry barriers of the 
business. It consists of a short-term and a medium-term plan. The short-term plan, already started 
on November 2000, is called STEP1 and operates through the infrastructure of EBA Euro1 payment 
system without being subjected to the strict risk management requirements of the large-value 
segment. It has a two-tiered membership structure made up of clearing members of Euro1 and 
institutions, which are not members of Euro1 but have the status of STEP1 banks. 

STEP1 has several advantages. The major one relies on the fact that STEP1 permits the use of an 
already existent, tested and robust payment infrastructure which reduces investment costs and the 
time necessary if the banking sector were to initiate a new automated clearing house project. 
Furthermore this system provides shortening of transfer times because payments are settled the day 
after they are entered the system and sent, and a single cut-off time for all countries has been set. 
Clearing banks offer settlement services at reasonable prices in order to avoid unnecessary entry 
barriers for STEP1 banks that are charged bilaterally by settlement banks for services supplied. A 
single liquidity position is managed for settlement and the flow of payments is more easily 
controlled through the implementation of a specific software. On the other hand the high straight-
through-processing capabilities enabled by the use of industry standards and the general use of 
SWIFT as payment carrier minimises processing costs and technical investments to connect and 
participate to the system.  

Due to the fact that clearing houses represent the most common clearing arrangement model in 
Europe, following STEP1, it is envisaged to create an "Automated Clearing House" (ACH)s-based 
system in future. 

A pilot project of this type is currently under consideration in co-operation with SWIFT and 
NACHA: the Worldwide Automated Transaction Clearing House - WATCH -. Because high costs 
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of technology and infrastructure have always represented entry barriers to the business, WATCH 
provides an operating bridge between already existing systems by leveraging their strengths. It 
proposes to take advantage of the cost-efficient domestic payment systems that rely on batch 
processing of high volumes of payments with very limited repair and error level. It provides an 
exchange of multiple input payment formats into the format of the beneficiary country.  

The project follows the general trend of centralisation, which is currently required in order to 
perform efficiently in the payment business. Originators gain improved and more synchronised 
payment cycles, security levels and improved cash management. Settlement is dealt by a single 
institution. Due to the fact that the system provides acceptance and conversion from and into 
domestic formats, the straight-through-processing level is high and the impact on current domestic 
payment system low. Beside its global connectivity, cost efficiency and certainty of payments are 
the main advantages. Its major applications will be in the fields of corporate payments, such as 
payroll, dividends and pensions; internal bank activities, such as trade finance; and retail payments.  

Concerning the several European initiatives taken, it has to be considered that clearing fees 
represent only a part of total costs of a single transaction charged to the. Operational costs are 
directly linked to the input and sorting phase done by the beneficiary and transmitting institutions.  

This is the reason why the payment business and its related payment instruments have a long 
history which focused and will focus on the degree of standardisation, centralisation and 
outsourcing level achieved by each single system.  

The analysis of potential competitors in the business as the postal network underlines how in retail 
cross-border systems competition is far more cost-based than income-based. While ACHs are 
focused on the development of economies of scale and are highly available, closed clubs such as 
Eurogiro are driven by the market side and focus on a niche strategy. Securing a competitive 
environment is a way to lower costs significantly. One of the main possibilities in order to increase 
volumes and reduce costs in processing for the banking sector can be therefore to merge credit and 
debit transfers as ACHs envisage doing. 

Due to the fact that cross-border payments do not represent the core business of bank's business and 
that credit institutions have to deal with a high number of correspondents in order to perform a 
cross-border transaction and that their technical as structural operational environments differ 
widely, their standardisation efforts have to be global. This is the main reason why current efforts in 
the business are focusing on outsourcing clearing and settlement functions to centralised institution 
following an ACHs structure and on the possibly to link already existing national clearing systems 
to gain in efficiency. 

As result payment processing involves two major trade-offs. On one hand the automation level 
necessary to reduce processing costs is directly linked to the need to reduce investment costs to 
achieve a high straight-through-processing level. On the other hand the centralisation effort is in 
contrast with the efficient outsourcing level of each operational function; the former has the aim to 
achieve economies of scale, the latter to maintain costs low.  

Analysing each single step of the payment processing chain, it can be concluded that especially 
input phases can be potentially automated. The use of home banking procedures already 
demonstrates it. On the other hand clearing phases are suitable to be performed by a central 
institution as an ACH system or a unique system as EBA or WATCH. The advantage of the latter is 
that it will be able to perform also settlement phases which are difficult either to be outsourced 
either to be automated. 
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2 Card Based CBCTs  

It is safe to state that national differences currently constitute the main obstacle to achieving 
efficiency in cross-border payments.  Importantly, many of the improvements to clearing and 
settlement systems discussed in the first Chapter of the report can be thought of as 'sustaining' or 
evolutionary solutions to this problem.  That is, one tries to standardize and link existing systems, 
whereas ideally one should perhaps re-engineer the entire process. 

Because one of the aims of the report was to present the range of technological options available, 
we also analyzed a number of more 'disruptive' or revolutionary solutions.  Specifically, we 
analyzed the current state of two alternative, card-based solutions: 

(1) Making credit card payments over the Internet, including for P2P payments; 

(2) Making electronic purse payments over the Internet. 

These solutions are 'revolutionary' in the sense that they rely in part on the Internet (as opposed to 
bank-owned networks) and in part on credit card networks (which, unlike traditional clearing and 
settlement systems, are international and standardized by nature). 

A caveat obviously is that card-based solutions will, at best, only be a complement to the existing 
systems in that they are not suited to cover the entire range of 'small-value CBTs' (EUR 0-50,000) 
but only the bottom part.  However, this may very well be the part of the market where there is a 
need for an alternative. 

(1) Making credit card payments over the Internet 

Using credit cards in order to make payments to merchants on the Internet is already fairly popular.  
And for consumers this entails no additional charges.  However, today holders of a credit card 
cannot receive money so that credit cards cannot be used for P2P payments.  But this is changing.  
Europay International together with MasterCard International recently announced a new service 
called 'MasterCard Payment/Deposit Transaction Service'. The service - which is currently in a pilot 
phase - allows cardholders to make P2P payments via the Internet, even cross-border. 

The most important characteristics of the scheme are as follows: 

 efficient collection of data; less room for errors because the sender only has 
to know the e-mail address; 

 increased convenience for consumers (no need to go to the bank, ...); 
 transactions will take 1-2 days; 
 the level of the fees is still unclear, but is expected to lie in the range of 

EUR 0-4 for a transaction of EUR 100 1; 
 the payee can only have the money credited to his bank account if the 

payment service provider and the payee are located in the same country.  If 
not, the only option is to have the money credited to his credit card account; 

 there are several brands of credit cards, so that interoperability problems 
loom large. 

Making electronic purse payments over the Internet 

A second option would consist in the use of electronic purses over the Internet - including for P2P 
transfers.  In principle, electronic purses could have an important advantage compared to credit 
                                                           
1  In principle, the international nature of the credit card network should allow for efficient clearing. 
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cards as there is no need to check whether the funds are available.  However, not unlike with 
traditional clearing and settlement systems, the problem is the persistent lack of cross-border 
interoperability.  The Common Electronic Purse Specifications (CEPS) have been announced in 
June 1998.  There is even a CEPS pilot up and running (the Ducato-project).  However, the time 
frame for a euro-zone wide roll-out of CEPS-based e-purses does not appear to be very promising.  
The list of priorities for issuers seems to be: first the changeover to the euro, then the migration to 
the EMV standards (for which the cut-off date is 2005), and only then - perhaps - CEPS.  Hence, 
cross-border e-purse payments across the euro-zone seem a long way off in the euro-zone, let alone 
on the Internet.  P2P payments over the Internet are technically possible, but issuers appear to have 
doubts about the demand for such a feature. 
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Options Brief 

Which will be the main solutions for the cross-border payment business can be summarised as 
follows: 

1. ACHs networks with a co-ordination entity. 

Multilateral netting schemes, ACHs, are likely to prevail in future. They are cost-efficient when the 
number of participants tends to be high. While domestic payments are often processed through 
ACHs, cross-border payments lack an international ACH batching processing. Links between 
ACHs have been tested but have commercially not gained support.  

2. Real-time processing or batched processing in recurring cycles during the business day; the 
latter defined as real-time settlement of batches. 

In case of correct routing real-time settlement of batches reduces the time frame necessary for 
processing and permits an end-to-end control of flows. The major goal is to reduce the two-tiered 
mechanism and increase synchronisation between the information exchange within financial 
institution and the settlement transfer. Both stages are kept together in real-time processing. While 
for electronic banking information goes through the Internet network, in traditional banking 
settlement is performed by a central settlement institution, such as an ACH. This enables economies 
of scale but reduces the benefits of a decentralised solution. Moving to a real-time processing will 
change the services that have to be provided by ACHs; there won’t be the need to batch payments 
by participants but to update participant’s settlement balances and limits. With the increase of 
electronic networks ACHs could become redundant and increase costs.  

3. End-to-end control of payment flows. 

In store-and-forward systems messages are sent without interactive control. Instructions are stored 
in different intermediary stages and forwarded in separate steps to the end receiver. The receiver 
cannot control the entire cycle but can only receive acknowledgements of separated steps. On the 
other hand the messages can be corrected or cancelled by the institution before cut-off time because 
they are queued in the system.  

4. Consumer's electronic payment input. 

Bank systems can be addressed directly by electronic interfaces by the single user as by corporate 
customers in order to reduce furthermore costs and manual intervention required.  

5. System of public key infrastructure for customers in order to identify the counterparties and 
guarantee integrity and security of transactions.  

6. Implementation of standardised account numbers supporting automatic routing of transactions. 

7. Electronic automatic generation of statements and receipts. 

8. Electronic generation of payment reporting via ACHs or payment carrier. 

9. Extension of the SWIFT network to all banks and clearing infrastructures. 

Not all clearing infrastructure use SWIFT services. The percentage is still low because domestic 
networks have been currently undertaken investment infrastructure to perform more efficiently. 
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Relying on standard solutions from SWIFT avoids the development of a proprietary one and the 
difficulties of operating disparate systems. The major advantages rely on its global connectivity, 
end-to end monitoring, full responsibility assumption and security features, linked to the possibility 
to share infrastructure costs around a high number of participants. 

10. Automation and/or outsourcing? 

Payment processing involves two major trade-offs. On one hand the automation level necessary to 
reduce processing costs is directly linked to the need to reduce investment costs to achieve a high 
straight-through-processing level. On the other hand the centralisation effort is in contrast with the 
efficient outsourcing level of each operational function; the former has the aim to achieve 
economies of scale, the latter to maintain costs low.  

Analysing each single step of the payment processing chain, it can be concluded that especially 
input phases can be potentially automated. The use of home banking procedures already 
demonstrates it. On the other hand clearing phases are suitable to be performed by a central 
institution as an ACH system or a unique system as EBA or WATCH. The advantage of the latter is 
that it will be able to perform also settlement phases which are difficult either to be outsourced 
either to be automated. 

11. Development of remote access and home banking. 

Remote access and home banking will be time- and cost-reducing especially for the institution and 
also for the consumer. Remote participants can send and receive payments within SWIFT FIN 
services through SWIFT interfaces and the exchange of bilateral keys with the relative financial 
institution. This applies for customers accessing the system through home banking. For all other 
customers not in possession of terminals, the financial institutions themselves could provide 
terminals in their premises to be used by customers in order to decrease manual intervention. 
Remote participants have to provide the IBAN code and can control the introduction and the 
queuing of payment orders in the system. 

In order to increase furthermore straight-through-processing in electronic banking an extra input 
field displayed should be added in the message format predefining categories for the reason of the 
payment.  

12. Card based CBCTs : credit-card and e-purse 

To conclude, of the two options scrutinized, the credit card option appears to be the more promising 
- that is, from a pragmatic point of view, not necessarily from a technological point of view.  Unlike 
the e-purse option, the credit card option will be available in the short run and over time the use of 
chip-based cards and the resulting reduction in risk will hopefully make it possible to bring down 
the fees.  But of course everything will depend on the way in which interoperability problems are 
handled and on the uptake of the new service by cardholders and payment service providers alike. 
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Introduction: Network externalities and CBCTs 

Payment systems are characterized by strong 'network externalities' (Van Hove, 1999).  In general, 
network externalities (or network effects) are said to exist when the utility that a user derives from 
consumption of a good or service increases with the number of other agents consuming the same 
good or service.  The key requirement for network externalities to arise is thus a certain 
complementarity and/or interaction between the 'goods' of individual consumers.  Put differently, 
users and their goods have to be components of the same network - which can be explicit or virtual.  
Typical examples of network goods include phones, fax machines, e-mail, and a number of other 
communication technologies.  It is self-evident that a fax machine is quite useless as long as you are 
the only possessor of such a machine.  It is equally self-evident that the utility of the machine 
increases as the apparatus becomes more widespread; that is, as more consumers 'enter the network'. 

Similar conclusions hold for the case of payment instruments.  There is, however, an important 
caveat: in many cases there will be no direct network effects (as in the fax example), but only 
indirect network effects.  For example, unlike in the fax example where one user's adoption has a 
direct impact on the utility of other users (since the number of potential communication channels 
increases), holders of a particular type of credit card are not directly affected by the entry of an 
extra card holder to the network (since credit cards cannot be used for person-to-person payments).  
There is, however, an indirect positive effect: the more consumers use a given credit card, the 
greater the chance that additional merchants will decide to accept it.  This in turn will increase the 
value of the card for card holders - both old and new.  Direct network effects only enter into play 
when a payment instrument can be also used for P2P payments.  The most obvious example is cash.  
Another example is the Mondex card, which -  unlike any other electronic purse - allows for 
transfers between consumers (via a so-called electronic wallet, over the phone, or via the Internet). 

It is important to note that markets where network effects are present have a number of distinctive 
characteristics.  It is therefore interesting to apply the network externalities theory to the case of 
CBTs, since this yields a theoretical framework that can lead to a better understanding of both the 
past and present situation. A number of insights are presented below in the form of answers to the 
following questions: 

• Why are banks so slow in switching? 
• Why has there been no 'tipping' in the case of CBCTs? 
• Why are open systems to be preferred over closed 'clubs'? 
• Is there a need for government intervention? 

However, the first point to make is that, just like other payment systems, clearing and settlement 
systems are indeed subject to network externalities.  Obviously, in this case one has to interpret 
'users' as being banks (rather than consumers or merchants as in the above examples).  Clearly, the 
more banks adhere to a particular 'group arrangement' and/or implement a given standard, the more 
interesting it becomes for a bank to do the same 2.  This holds true on both the national and 
international level.  The latter is explicitly recognised by the ECB in its September 1999 report on 
'Improving cross-border retail payment services: the Eurosystem's view' (ECB, 1999, p. 10). 

                                                           
2 And this not only on account of the declining marginal costs involved - as pointed out by Amati (2000, p. iii).  
Network externalities can be thought of as demand side economies of scale. 
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1 Why are banks so slow in switching? 

Given that all involved would benefit from a move to a common standard, the crucial question 
obviously is: why are banks so hesitant to switch?  Part of the answer obviously is that on the one 
hand banks are faced with large switching costs (they are 'locked in' on their existing systems), and 
that on the other hand the benefits to be reaped are fairly limited, given the (so far) relatively low 
volume of cross-border retail payments 3.  However, another part of the answer - and this is where 
network externalities enter into play - is that switching only generates tangible benefits if a 
sufficient number of banks make the switch 4.  In other words: given the presence of network 
externalities, the lock-in effect is extra strong.  If all involved adopt a wait-and-see attitude, the 
switch will not take place and the players will be trapped in a deadlock: nobody is keen to be the 
first to change since, unless a co-ordinated switch is organised, the first-mover is uncertain whether 
others will follow. Maintaining both the old and the new system only adds to the costs. 

However, the positive side to the existence of network externalities is that once a critical mass of 
players makes the switch, the process becomes self-reinforcing: the more banks make the switch, 
the more interesting it becomes for other banks to do the same, leading more to switch, etc.  As 
Leinonen of the Bank of Finland puts it in a recent paper: "The network effects in payment systems 
are so large that you need a large international effort to initiate the process.  After that, the ball will 
roll on its own with accelerating speed" (Leinonen, 2000, p. 20). 

2 Why has there been no 'tipping' in the case of CBCTs? 

Typically, markets for networks goods are more prone to 'tipping' than other markets - tipping being 
the situation is which the dominant network becomes larger and larger and ultimately corners the 
entire market.  The rationale behind this is straightforward: when given a choice between entering 
two networks, rational consumers will opt for the network that provides them with the largest 
consumer surplus (put simply: the network for which the difference between the utility and the cost 
involved is largest).  For network goods, the utility to be reaped - and hence also the consumer 
surplus - depends to a large extent on the size of the network, especially when the network 
externalities involved are strong (as is the case for payment systems).  In short: all else equal, 
rational consumers will opt for the largest network.  Because of this, once a network pulls ahead it 
will tend to stay ahead.  Stronger still, it will increase it lead.  Under certain circumstances it can 
even push the smaller network out of the market. 

Why has such a phenomenon not taken place in the case of international clearing and settlement 
systems?  Given the strong network externalities involved, why has not a dominant network 
emerged that consequently attracted more and more members?  Part of the explanation lies again in 
the fact that banks are faced with large switching costs: they do not like loosing their investment in 
their existing systems.  Moreover, banks also experience little, if any, pressure from their 
customers.  In principle, when their bank stays with a smaller (and thus probably less efficient) 
clearing and settlement system for cross-border payments, account holders could change banks.  
However, for the average account holder cross-border payments have low 'visibility' 5.  They rarely 
need to make one and have little knowledge of how much their bank charges compared to others.  
Also, changing banks entails significant switching costs 6.  This explains why the danger of losing 
account holders due to cross-border payments being too expensive is limited for banks. 

                                                           
3 As is argued below, banks also feel little if any pressure from their customers. 
4 Cfr. ECB (1999, p. 10): "The implementation of the ECBS standards will provide tangible benefits only when the 
whole banking industry has implemented the standards (network externalities) ...". 
5 This might change due to the combined impact of the introduction of the euro and the rise of electronic commerce. 
6 Note in this respect that there is no portability of account numbers. 
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3 Why are open systems to be preferred over closed 'clubs'? 

In its September 1999 report, the ECB states as one of its 7 objectives that "access to cross-border 
retail payment systems should be open" (ECB, 1999, p. 13) - as opposed to the current "closed 
'clubs'".  The network externalities theory clearly provides arguments for this stance.  For one, the 
benefits of standardisation will only play to the fullest when the majority of banks adhere to the 
same standards (cf. supra).  Secondly, the theory also learns that, for competitive reasons, 'stronger' 
banks might oppose compatibility with smaller banks (Van Hove, 1999).  The underlying intuition 
is self-evident: the dominant banks are in favour of incompatibility because a merger with smaller 
networks will have only a marginal effect on the valuation of their system, while at the same time 
decreasing product differentiation and increasing competition.  Smaller banks therefore risk being 
sidelined.  A recent real-life illustration relates to Finland, where Merita - which originated in 1995 
from the merger of the two largest Finnish banks and which is thus significantly larger than the 
other banks - terminated an earlier agreement concerning the compatibility of self-banking ATMs 
(Snellman and Vesala, 1999, p. 27). 

4 Is there a need for government intervention? 

As argued in Van Hove (2000), imposing standards is risky because the 'social planner' usually 
lacks the knowledge needed to make an adequate choice between the options available.  In this 
respect, it is interesting to point out that in 1999 the Eurosystem concluded that its operational 
involvement did not appear desirable (ECB, 1999, p. 11).  Instead, it was of the opinion that "it 
could best fulfil its responsibilities in acting as a catalyst for change in helping the banking and 
payment service industry of the euro area to find appropriate solutions" (ibid.; my emphasis).  More 
specifically, the Eurosystem stipulated that it stood ready "to play a co-ordinating and supportive 
role with the aim of facilitating the actual implementation of [the ECBS] standards" (o.c., p. 14) - 
standards which, importantly, were decided upon by the industry itself. 

Our answer to the first question has shown that in the presence of network externalities it is 
extremely helpful if a co-ordinated switch can be brought about.  As such, a "co-ordinating and 
supportive role" of the ECB can indeed be of value, as would any action that lowers the switching 
costs of the banks 7. 

5 Current imperfections, evolution and solutions 

The reasons for current imperfections in cross-border retail transfers in the Euro area are well 
known. They range from the lack of a comprehensive retail payment system connecting the totality 
of European banks to the lack of a cheap and automated processing method for cross-border end-to-
end transfers. Major difficulties arise from the fact that a high level of manual intervention is 
needed to process payment instructions with the result of raising costs and time needed to finalise 
the transaction. Furthermore balance-of-payments reporting obligations add an additional cost 
commitment.  

Recent evolutions in correspondent banking evidence a diverging development between those banks 
that do not have the potential to reach a critical mass of business in order to offer cost effective 
services and those that specialise in those services. In terms of business strategy, larger banks try to 
set up a direct presence abroad in order to establish an “in-house” network for cross-border services, 
while others develop remote access strategies and establish co-operation agreements with different 
banks in different countries.  

                                                           
7 Even providing clear and accurate information can be important in this respect. 
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In the latter years several steps have been taken to set up an efficient infrastructure for executing 
retail cross-border payments. Their success and impact depend largely on: 

 the availability of such systems and their interlinking; 

 their geographical coverage and access conditions; as  

 their competitiveness towards alternative solutions and private commercial agreements.  

The current trend demonstrates the effort of concentrating the transaction processing around those 
institutions that specialise in the business. The major goal is to achieve a gradual shift in volumes 
from correspondent banking to centralised processing solutions. While small and medium sized 
players in the payment business are resistant towards new and costly infrastructure investments, 
larger institutions are able to increase their market share. Growth in competition, specialisation and 
concentration are the stages currently undergone by the payment business. 

In order to increase the efficiency of retail systems and the maturity of the business, payments 
systems should be accessible to the widest range of institutions; possibly every financial institution 
should have the possibility to be linked to a common system.  
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CHAPTER I Traditional Ways of Making CBCTs 

1 Infrastructures for CBCTs 

1.1 SWIFT 

S.W.I.F.T (Society for World-wide Interbank Financial Telecommunication) is an integrated system 
to provide a high level of service trying to achieve a complete STP (Straight-through Processing for 
Euro Transactions) and the process of group of payment orders with common characteristics. Based 
in Brussels since 1973, SWIFT is an industry of owned co-operative supplying secure messaging 
services and interface software to over 7000 financial institutions in 192 countries. The average 
daily value of payment messages is estimated to be above $5 trillion. 

SWIFT was born in 1973 in Brussels supported by 239 banks in 15 different countries with the 
mission of creating a shared world-wide data processing and communications link and common 
language for financial transactions. The system started working in 1977 when Prince Albert of 
Belgium sent the first message with a group of members formed by 518 commercial banks in 17 
different countries and processing around 3,400,000 messages. Nowadays SWIFT is announcing its 
plans for two services which extend the reputation of financial institutions for trust and payments 
into the Business-to-Business domain: Trust-Act, which assures the identity of corporate trading 
over the internet and e-payments-Plus, which provides corporate with web-based payment initiation 
and assurance services, and it is already processing more than 1,200,000,000 messages per year. 

Traffic in number of messages 
Total number of messages (year to date) 604,737,683
Message Growth (total traffic year to date) 14,96%
Average daily traffic (year to date) 5,831,607
Latest peak day :01 March 2001 5,938,889

Customer Base 
Live countries 192
Live members 2,270
Live sub-members 3,023
Live participants 1,847
Total live users 7,140

Table 1: Current situation (01 March 2001) of SWIFT. Source www.swift.com. 

SWIFT provides messaging services to banks, broker-dealers, investment managers, market 
infrastructures in payments, securities, treasury and trade. These messaging services permit 
productivity gains through the automation of manual procedures from end-to-end basis and 
therefore a reduction of costs. SWIFT standards are the accepted norm for financial messaging 
world-wide because of the need of standardisation, promoting end-to-end automated 
communications. 

To carry out a cross border payment, the customer is required to fill in a complicated international 
payment form and the originator bank charges a fee for cross border transfers which is unknown in 
advance by the customer and the process of the order takes some days until it reaches the final 
stage. Furthermore, the payment can only be executed when the actual ownership of the money to 
be transacted can be transferred through an account which one institution services for the other. 
Otherwise the chain has to be extended through correspondent or clearing systems. 
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The key in providing an efficient cross-border payment service is the implementation of standards 
end-to-end in the transaction and of a complete STP. The banking industry, with SWIFT, is 
working intensively to establish and promote the use of new and highly structured messages to 
achieve part of this goal as we can see with the launch of MT103+ in November 2000. SWIFT took 
another decision to develop a similar intra-European, STP-oriented, multiple message, the MT102+. 

1.1.1 Customer Payment Message MT103 and MT103+ 

MT103 

The origins of the MT103 lie in the SWIFT MT100 message, the traditional customer payment 
message, which was developed 25 years ago and is still the most heavily used message on the 
SWIFT network. This MT100 message was decided by the SWIFT community to be removed from 
the network with the 2003 Standards Release. At present MT100 Customer Transfers is the most 
widely used of all SWIFT message standards. Specified at the end of the 70’s when the only ways 
of instructing cross-border credit transfers were paper and telex. It became rapidly the first credit 
transfer message standard implemented by all authorised SWIFT users. 

The limitations of MT100 became apparent when the users started looking for automation 
capabilities, and for a message that supported several scenarios. The need of using applications 
which create different data requirements, different settlement methods, different implications for fee 
accounting and charging information between others required a complete redesign of the MT100. 

To enable MT100 users to achieve deeper end-to-end automation SWIFT makes available two 
message standards to respond to the new requirements: 

o MT103 Single Customer Credit Transfer, which switches to General Use as of Standards 
Release 2000. 

o MT102 Multiple Customer Credit Transfer, which continues to be available in a Message 
User Group. With the Standards Release 2001 it will undergo minor amendments to fully 
align the MT103. 

Therefore to benefit from the MT103 standards, users will have to migrate to it from the MT100 
following the next schedule: 

- November 2000: All users will have to be able to receive and process the new 
MT103/MT103+. 

- January 2002: All banks within the European Monetary Union at least (but 
ideally the EU) should be able to send the MT103 or MT103+. 

The MT103 is a refinement of the MT100, allowing for more certainty, transparency and 
automation than the MT100. 

a) Certainty: 

The message is interpreted differently by financial institutions due to many possibilities and default 
values in the MT100. The most common and clearest example is the charging option field in a 
transaction, where the user can only indicate OUR if the charges are paid by the customer originator 
of the transaction or BEN if the charges are paid at the destination by the beneficiary customer. If 
no option is defined, the user Handbook says that BEN should be option by default. The problem 
becomes more evident when this option is processed differently by receivers, as the charges should 
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be shared by both participants of the transaction. The new MT103 message brings clarity by 
providing three different code words, OUR, BEN and SHA, Furthermore the charging option field 
is mandatory in the MT103, which avoids different interpretations and probably will finish with the 
well-known non-fulfilment directive 97/5/CE8. 
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Figure 1: Practice of double charging by country origin. Source “Bank Charges in Europe”, Report for the 
commission, IEIC 

After this directive became effective, the practice of double charging decreased. As we can see 
below in the table in Annex1, this fact affected the final cost of the transaction. 

b) Transparency 

Currently, the cost of cross-border credit transfers (CBCT) is unknown in advance by the customer. 
Therefore cost does not affect the ultimate decision of the customer when choosing their bank. 
Furthermore, from the point of view of the banking industry, the costs involved do not represent an 
element of competition in relation to other banks. 

Normally, the customer is only aware of the cost of transfer when receiving their statement of 
account. In the preliminary stages of transfer, the cost is unknown, to the customer and the bank 
alike. The cost is only fully known by the bank when the transfer occurs, and by the customer when 
the money is received in their account. 

For this reason, in the European Union (EU), the European Commission and the European 
Parliament are mandating more transparency in cross-border customer transfers. The MT103 
provides the framework to achieve this with a number of new, dedicated fields(e.g. instructed 
currency and amount, regulatory reporting fields, charging fields, exchange rate, etc) 

c) Automation 

Next to the problem of high cost of the CBCT, is the problem of timing in the execution. To bring 
the CBCT time execution to the domestic ones it is necessary to limit this to tree working days. The 
                                                           
8 Directive 97/5 forbids the practice of double charging in cross-border credit transfers 
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only way to solve both problems, decrease the cost of the transfer and bring the execution time for 
CBCTs in line with domestic payments is to decrease the internal processing costs, i.e. to increase 
automation. Several measures have been taken in the MT103 to ensure higher STP rates at the 
receiver’s applications (e.g. instruction codes in dedicated fields instead of free text in a fee format 
field). 

Country Average execution time in days 
France 2,09
Belgium 2,19
Netherlands 3,03
Ireland 3,24
Austria 3,62
Italy 3,63
Luxembourg 3,65
Spain 3,81
Portugal 3,97
Finland 4,1
Germany 4,19
Average 3,14

Table 2: Length of transactions by country and days. Source “Bank Charges in Europe”, Report for the commission, IEIC 

MT103+ 
MT103+ is a subset of the MT103. It limits the number of fields and the number of field options to 
those that allow STP. When the recommendation to change the MT103 message to General Use was 
approved by the SWIFT Board, early in 1999, different euro clearing systems and banking 
organisations started to define a subset of the message. Their first goal  was to define a more 
structured, tighter message format to improve STP, to reduce processing cost and to enable reduced 
fees for cross border euro transactions. 

To avoid a proliferation of different versions of the MT103, all parties (clearing systems, 
commercial banks, European Central Bank) came together in a sub-committee of the Heathrow 
Group to list the requirements. The resulting list has been used by SWIFT to define the MT103+ 
message which can also be used world-wide. 

1.1.2 Straight-Through Processing for Euro Transactions 

The definition of a cross-border credit transfer standard has now reached a stage where the building 
blocks for a Eurosystem-wide straight-through processing (STP) mode have been defined. 
Standardisation of most of the manual processes in a CBCT is very important due to its being one 
of the most relevant factors in the high cost of the charges. In addition it is also a way to reduce the 
timing process of the transaction. 

The building blocks of STP standards are: 

o The SWIFT MT103+ message: The MT103+ must be used in accordance with very strict 
rules in order to guarantee automatic processing by any bank in a payment chain. It also 
provides the means to meet specific requirements such as transparency of charges and, when 
needed, transmission of balance of payments reporting information. See point 1.1.1 of the 
Study.  
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o The IBAN (International Bank Account Number) ) is an international standard for 
presenting bank account numbers, which includes a checksum, thereby allowing for an off-
line integrity control. The banks do not have a harmonised schedule for the distribution of 
IBANs to customers, and some banks are planning to do this only by the end of 2001. 
Furthermore, the banks would only be required to be able to process IBANs on incoming 
cross-border payments by the end of 2001. See point 2 of the Study. 

o IPI (International Payment Instruction): is a harmonised paper form designed for the 
submission of cross-border transfers by customers. There is, however, no common 
agreement within the banking sector on either the implementation of the IPI or a possible 
electronic version, which would be useful for STP purposes. 

o BICs (Bank Identifier Codes) are a world-wide standard providing a unique identification of 
banks and their branches. These are needed for routing payments, at least during the 
transitional phase until the banks’ systems are able to route payments on the basis of the 
IBAN only. See point 2 of the Study. 

This standards cover different parts of the processing chain of the payment as we can see in the 
figure below. 

 
Figure 2: Payment Processing Chain. 

When the European Directive on cross-border payments came into force in mid-August 1999, 
commercial banks were requested to add to their existing range of customer products a new credit 
transfer based on full Straight-Through Processing (STP), namely for payments eligible under the 
above-mentioned Directive and using a SWIFT format (i.e. MT103+, MT102+). 

To meet this objective, the European banking community decided to move to a common message 
framework to enable transfers to be processed automatically end-to-end (STP). This framework will 
be used for bank-to-bank transactions, i.e. for transactions from the ordering party's account debit to 
the beneficiary's account credit, whatever payment system or "correspondent banking account" is 
used, at European level and, if possible, extended to world-wide transactions. 
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1.2 EBA Euro1-STEP1 

Current evolution in large-value payments such as EBA Euro19, has shown a decrease in the value 
of the payments processed, indicating that a high percentage of instructions transacted are below 
€50.000; the amount which defines retail payments. The trend demonstrates an increase in low-
value payments while the separating line between high- and retail payment systems is minimised.  

Euro1 is based on an information-messaging infrastructure provided and operated by SWIFT10 and 
sending and receiving banks are interconnected by the FIN network11 through the FIN copy12 
system. Transactions are processed end-to-end through SWIFT message standards, which have 
significantly increased the level of straight-through processing – STP –. 

Automated central settlement is performed at the European Central Bank - ECB - through 
TARGET13 and secured by collateral. Current cut-off time for sending payments is set at 16:00 
CET14 because this choice permits all participants to complete the settlement process before 
TARGET’s closing time at 18:00 CET. The settlement procedure entails that at cut-off time, 
SWIFT completes the processing of orders and individual balances are confirmed to each bank. All 
balances are then advised to EBA Clearing15 and the ECB.  

Short participants send a payment instruction to their National Central Bank - NCB - in favour of 
the system’s settlement account at the ECB and NCBs debit their accounts and pay their debit 
balances via TARGET at the ECB. EBA Clearing monitors the transaction and is advised of the 
crediting of the settlement account by the ECB, which subsequently orders to the NCBs a fund 
transfer to the long participants of the system. NCBs credit the accounts of long participants and 
confirm the step to the ECB which gives confirmation to EBA Clearing.  

At any time of the day every participant has only a single obligation16 or a single claim; the 
settlement is performed on a net basis. 

Besides the cost-effectiveness and security of the message transfer, the advantages of the system 
rely on the continuous balance calculations of each participant position, on an automated 
settlement service and on a monitoring service. Payments are processed on an individual basis and 
the participant’s position is checked and adjusted. Due to the fact that every receiving participant 
has a credit cap and every sending participant has a debit cap, adjustments, which cause a breach in 
those limits, are queued in the system. This permits every participant to cancel or correct an order 
while it is still queued and not yet processed. In order to control systematic risk and to ensure 
settlement in case one or several participants fail to cover their relative short positions, a collateral 
pool of €1 billion has been set up at the ECB. If at the end of the business day a member of the 
system cannot settle, EBA activates the liquidity scheme to complete settlement.  

The system operates through a flexible price arrangement, whereby the higher a bank’s volume of 
payments the lower its processing costs. Prices include both SWIFT and FIN copy processing and 
operating costs which are shared equally by participants. 
                                                           
9 For details see www.abe.org. 
10 Society of Worldwide Interbank Financial Telecommunication. 
11 FIN messaging is a store-and forward message processing service. 
12 FIN copy allows a central institution to receive a copy of a part or all messages and to authorise delivery to the 
addressee. 
13 Trans-European Automated Real-time Gross Settlement Express Transfer System. 
14 All times noted are expressed in Central European Time – CET -. 
15 ABE Clearing S.A.S. is a company operating under French law which owns and operates Euro1. Each participant of 
the system is a shareholder in equal share of ABE Clearing. 
16 The Single Obligation Structure. 
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One of the major disadvantages of the system is the strict admission criteria required in order to be 
able to participate in Euro1. They range from legal to financial and operational issues such as to: 

• Have a registered address in an OECD country; 
• Have a registered address or branch in the EU from which it participates in the system; 
• Have direct access to TARGET; 
• Conduct settlement in a home country’s clearing systems; 
• Have a determined amount of own funds; 
• Have a determined short-term credit rating; and 
• Be a member of EBA;  

The EBA initiative for cross-border retail payments is trying to overcome those entry barriers. It 
consists of a short-term and a medium-term plan. The short-term plan, already started on November 
2000, is called STEP1 and operates through the infrastructure of EBA Euro1 payment system 
without being subjected to the strict risk management requirements of the large-value segment. It 
has a two-tiered membership structure made up of clearing members of Euro1 and institutions, 
which are not members of Euro1 but have the status of STEP1 banks. The latter use the former as 
settlement banks for low-value payments. Each STEP1 participant arranges, bilaterally with an 
Euro1 bank17, an agreement to act as its settlement-clearing bank and to grant a multilateral credit 
limit to its STEP1 bank within the limits set by EBA. STEP1 bank’s net position resulting from the 
payment processing cannot be a debit position. For this reason STEP1 banks have a zero debit cap 
and cannot add to systematic risk.  

Country  Nr. 

10.2000 

 Nr. of 

03.2001 

 Nr. 

06.2001 

Participants per country 

Australia 1 1 1 National Australia Bank (U.K.) 
Austria 
 

2 2 5 Bank Austria 
Raiffeisen Zentralbank Österreich 
Oberbank* (18.06.2001) 
Oesterreichische Volksbanken* (18.06.2001) 
Raiffeisenlandesbank Oberoesterreich* (18.06.2001) 

Belgium 
 

4 6  6 Bank J. Van Breda * (05.03.2001) 
Banque Bruxelles Lambert 
Dexia Banque * (05.03.2001) 
Fortis Bank 
KBC Bank 
Lloyds TSB Bank, Belgium * (20.11.2000) 

Finland 
 

3 4 4 Aktia Savings Bank * (20.11.2000) 
Merita Bank 
OKOBank 
Sampo Bank 

Denmark 3 3 6 Danske Bank 
Sydbank* (20.11.2000) 
Unibank 
Amagerbanken* (18.06.2001) 
Jyske Bank* (18.06.2001) 
Midtbank* (18.06.2001) 

France 
 

12 13 13 Banque Fédérative du Crédit Mutuel * (20.11.2000) 
Banque Worms * (20.11.2000) 
BNP Paribas 
Caisse Nationale de Crédit Agricole 
CDC Finance - CDC Ixis 
Crédit Commercial de France 
Crédit Industriel et Commercial 
Crédit Lyonnais 

                                                           
17 Each Euro1 bank is also a STEP1 participant and a STEP1 bank can be an Euro1 bank. 
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Crédit Mutuel de Bretagne * (20.11.2000) 
Natexis Banques Populaires 
Société Générale 
Société Marseillaise de Crédit * (05.03.2001) 
Union de Banques à Paris * (20.11.2000) 

Germany 
 

7 7 9 Bayerische Hypo-Vereinsbank 
Barenberg Bank* (18.06.2001) 
Commerzbank 
Deutsche Bank 
Deutsche Genossenschaftsbank 
Dresdner Bank 
Frankfurter Sparkasse* (18.06.2001) 
Hamburger Sparkasse * (05.03.2001) 
Westdeutsche Landesbank 

Greece 
 

1 2 2 EFG Eurobank 
National Bank of Greece 

Ireland 
 

2 2 2 Allied Irish Banks 
Bank of Ireland 

Italy 
 

15 19 22 Banca Agricola Mantovana * (20.11.2000) 
 Banca Commerciale Italiana 
Banca del Fucino * (20.11.2000) 
Banca delle Marche * (20.11.2000) 
Banca del Piemonte * (20.11.2000) 
Banca di Imola* (18.06.2001) 
Banca dell’Umbria 1462 * (05.03.2001) 
Banca di Roma 
Banca Intesa 
Banca Monte dei Paschi di Siena 
Banca Nazionale del Lavoro 
Banca Popolare dell’ Emilia Romagna * 
Banca Popolare di Milano 
Banca Popolare di Sondrio * 
Banca Popolare di Verona 
Cassa di Risparmio di Fabriano e Cupramontana* 
(05.03.2001) 
Cassa di Risparmio di Padova e Rovigo * (05.03.2001) 
Cassa di Risparmio di Ravenna* (18.06.2001) 
Credito Emiliano* (18.06.2001) 
Rolobanca 1473 * (05.03.2001) 
SanPaolo IMI 
Unicredito Italiano 

Japan 1 1 1 Bank of Tokyo-Mitsubishi (Germany) 
Luxembou
rg 
 

4 4 4 Banque et Caisse d'Epargne de l'Etat 
Caisse Centrale Raiffeisen * (20.11.2000) 
Dexia Banque Internationale à Luxembourg 
Kredietbank Luxembourgeoise 

Netherland
s 
 

3 3 3 ABN-AMRO Bank 
ING Bank 
Rabobank Nederland 

Norway 1 1 1 Den norske Bank (U.K.) 
Portugal 
 

3 3 3 Banco Comercial Portugues 
Banco Espirito Santo 
Caixa Geral de Depositos 

Spain  
 

14 16 
 

18 Banco Atlantico * (20.11.2000) 
Banco Bilbao Vizcaya Argentaria 
Banco Cooperativo Espanol * (20.11.2000) 
Banco Espanol de Credito  
Banco Guipuzcoano * (20.11.2000) 
Banco Herrero * (20.11.2000) 
Banco Pastor * (20.11.2000) 
Banco Popular Espanol 
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Banco de Sabadell 
Banco Santander Central Hispano 
Banco Bizkaia kutxa * (18.06.2001) 
Bankinter* (18.06.2001) 
Caixa d'Estalvis i Pensions de Barcelona 
Caja de Ahorros de Galicia * (20.11.2000) 
Caja de Ahorros del Mediterraneo *  (05.03.2001) 
Caja Laboral *  (05.03.2001) 
Caja Madrid 
Confederacion Espanola de Cajas de Ahorros* (20.11.2000) 

Sweden 
 

4 4 4 Nordbanken 
Skandinaviska Enskilda Banken 
Svenska Handelsbanken 
Swedbank 

Switzerlan
d 

1 1 1 UBS AG  

United 
Kingdom 
 

7 7 8 Bank of Scotland 
Bank One* (18.06.2001) 
Barclays Bank 
HSBC Bank 
Lloyds TSB Bank 
National Westminster Bank 
Royal Bank of Scotland 
Standard Chartered Bank 

United 
States of 
America 
 

3 4 4 Bank of America (Netherlands) 
Chase Manhattan Bank (Germany) 
Citibank (U.K.) 
First Union National Bank (U.K.) 

Total: 
Step1 
Banks: 
Euro1 
Banks: 

93 
21  
72 

103 
31  
72  

116 
45  
71 

 

Table 3: STEP1 Participants (via registered office or branch in). As of June 2001 
* STEP1 Bank and date of membership 

On the 20th November 2000 the system was implemented with the first group of joining banks connected to the system, 
while on the 5th March 2001 and on the 11th June 2001, the second and third connection dates were set and further 
participants joined the system. Further connection date is the 4th September 2001.  

Source: www.abe.org 

The system processes only credit transfers for which the execution is non-urgent and the payment 
messages are formatted according to agreed technical standards such as SWIFT MT102 and MT103 
formats. Furthermore the use of format MT 103+, imposed on all participants of STEP1, reduces 
the connection costs to the system. SWIFT MT103 payment messages for single customer credit 
transfers permit higher levels of straight-through processing by removing optional fields. The 
previous standard format MT100 did not always permit a high level of automation depending on the 
processing infrastructure and organisation of the single institutions. One advantage of MT103 is that 
it will carry information about fees and increases transparency on costs.  

Concerning the clearing cycle, STEP1 payment orders have to be entered in the system by 18:00 
CET the day before the settlement (day t-1) in order to give the settlement bank time to plan net 
liquidity flows. Instructions are kept in the system until Euro1 processing on day t and their 
processing takes place after 9:00 CET together with Euro1 payments. This means that technically 
the clearing system operates for large and for retail-value orders without any difference.  
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Sending cut-off 
time for value at 

day t Commitment time 

 

Because Euro1 banks act as settlement banks for STEP1 banks, after cut-off time on day t-1, each 
STEP1 bank receives a message with its potential net balance18 kept for processing on day t. In 
order to cover net negative balances, STEP1 banks have to receive a transfer from settlement banks. 
To reduce to zero positive net balances, STEP1 banks have to send a transfer to settlement banks 
before 9:30 on day t.  
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Schema 1: Processing cycle 
Source: www.abe.org 

 

In case payments sent by the STEP1 bank couldn't be processed, the Euro1 system automatically 
queues them for the next business day. The value date of the initial message will not be changed. If 
a STEP1 bank wants to cancel the payment it can intervene before 18:00 on day t. 

The process is monitored by the use of clearing workstations which are front-end systems used by 
STEP1 banks to interact with the clearing computer concerning banks’ positions and payment 
status. Before cut-off time on day t-1 STEP1 banks should check through the clearing workstation 
the list of payments stored in order to cancel possible erroneous payments. 

Since its launch STEP1 system has operated without technical difficulties. Initially there were 93 
participants and a further 10 started operations in March 2001. The next admission round was 
planned for June 2001. The system is easy to implement and user-friendly and open to every 
institution no matter the size. Its straight-through processing level is high.  

For banks already connected SWIFT, no specific technical changes have to be introduced to enter 
the system. They relate essentially to the implementation of the clearing workstation. 

The total value of payments is still expected to remain small, although adherence may increase 
gradually. During its first full month of activity - December 2000 - the system processed on average 
2000 payments per day with a total daily average value of €20 millions, while today - June 2001 - 
the figures have doubled. The daily average volume turns around 4000 payments per day with a 
total daily average value of €40 millions19.  

                                                           
18 The total value of payments to be received minus the total value of payments set for value on day t. 
19 Capacity transfers are included in the calculation. 

http://www.abe.org/
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The system is open to any bank having its registered office or a branch in the EU and member of the 
EBA. The admission is furthermore dependent on the capabilities to operate technically in the 
system. Connection, membership and transaction fees are crucial factors. The former are paid once 
and amount to €5,000, while membership fees of €1,000 are paid annually and transaction fees are 
fixed at €0.48 for each payment message, which is a competitive price relative to €0.80-1.75 for 
TARGET transactions. Transaction costs can be limited when using group message formats to batch 
payments instead of single payment formats. Formats such as MT100 and MT103 are single user 
payment formats and each payment instruction processing through EBA costs €0.48. On the other 
hand if using group formats, such as MT102, it is possible to group more instructions in one 
payment message the processing cost of which will still amount to €0.48. This enables cost 
reduction even if the use of group format requires training of specific operators and is not yet 
widespread. 

Although it has to be considered that EBA clearing fees represent only a part of total costs charged 
to the customer of the single transaction by the originating institution. SWIFT costs for example, as 
input, receiving and administrative costs are lacking in the total computation.  

The STEP1 system has several advantages. The major one relies on the fact that STEP1 permits the 
use of an already existant, tested and robust payment infrastructure which reduces investment costs 
and the time necessary if the banking sector were to initiate a new automated clearing house project. 
Furthermore this system provides shortening of transfer times because payments are settled the day 
after they are entered in the system and sent, and a single cut-off time for all countries has been set. 
Clearing banks offer settlement services at reasonable prices in order to avoid unnecessary entry 
barriers for STEP1 banks that are charged bilaterally by settlement banks for services supplied. A 
single liquidity position is managed for settlement and the flow of payments is more easily 
controlled through the implementation of a specific software. On the other hand the high straight-
through-processing capabilities enabled by the use of industry standards and the general use of 
SWIFT as payment carrier minimises processing costs and technical investments to connect and 
participate to the system. Each participant addresses payment orders directly through SWIFT 
messages to the final participant and to identify the settlement service it is sufficient to tag ‘ERP’ in 
the SWIFT message sent. 

An on-field survey demonstrated how Euro1 banks have generally become participants of the low-
value payment system in order to increase the number of institutions that can be reached when 
processing retail payments. This reduces the necessity of having correspondent banking relations as 
clearing and administrative costs. Admission costs are relative low even for institutions not 
participating to Euro1. Furthermore the system has been operating without any technical difficulty 
from the first day thanks to the pre-functional test period undertaken by each potential participant. 
Mainly small banks or very big financial institutions that have an in-house centralised clearing 
system are by now the only ones not willing to join the system. 

Even when payments have to be received by a non-STEP1 bank, the instruction can be passed to the 
destination institution involving only a step of correspondent banking agreements. This permits  
shortenning to the minimum the payment processing chain for small banks or for those institutions 
normally operating through correspondent banking and which are not yet part of the system or may 
not be willing to take part in it because of their relative low payment mass.  

However, banks do not have some of the advantages of traditional automated clearing house – ACH 
– solutions, such as the processing in batch files or the sorting of orders by institution. The 
originating bank itself has to group payment instructions according to the beneficiary institution. 
This reduces potential cost advantages.  
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From a practical point of view the availability of Euro1 infrastructure enables a rapid development 
for retail payments in an intermediary phase in which volumes are still low and their future growth 
forecast uncertain. In the long run it is envisaged to create a system of 'mass transfers' which 
includes the batching of payment orders, files creation and netting process. The latter can be taken 
over by current systems such as EBA or TARGET. The development of a comprehensive ACH 
arrangement is envisaged. 

Many technical difficulties arise when moving to a cross-border ACH type arrangement especially 
in the first stage when the volume of transactions is not predictable. An ACH system is a batch 
processing, store-and-forward system. Five participants are involved in the transaction: 

• The originator; which can be an individual or a company; 

• The originating financial institution; 

• The ACH operator; 

• The receiving financial institution; and 

• The beneficiary, which can be an individual or a company. 

Transactions are created by the originator and delivered to the originating financial institution 
which transmits the information electronically in a file to the operator. Orders are not sent real-time 
separately but accumulated in files and sorted in batches by destination within each file for 
transmission during a predetermined time period. This enables economies of scale and permits a 
faster correction of payment orders while payments are still in the accumulation stage. On the other 
hand real-time systems process payments irrevocably and in case of mistakes or wrong routing an 
extra correction message has to be transmitted.  

Once received by the operator, transactions are sorted and transmitted to the receiving financial 
institution and posted to the relative account. Instructions can be debit or credit transfers. In the 
former case funds flow from the originator to the beneficiary, while for the latter the beneficiary 
collects funds from the payee. 

The operator is a central clearing facility operated by a central bank or by a private organisation to 
or from which financial institutions transmit or receive payment entries. It can be the case that two 
ACH operators are involved in the process, one as originating operator and one as receiving 
operator.  

Concerning the timing on day t an ACH credit file is sent from the originator to the institution that 
processes the transaction to the operator and delivered to the beneficiary's institution. On the 
following days (t+1, t+2) the originator's account is debited and the beneficiary's account credited 
by the operator.  

There are basically two methodologies to implement in order to be connected to the operator; either 
through a computer interface which enables a direct computer-to-computer connection between the 
institution and the operator, or through correspondent bank processors electronically connected to 
the operator.  

Nevertheless because of the structural and functional differences of the systems, EBA STEP1 and 
the future ACH project are likely to attract traffic from correspondent banking and partially from 
the Euro1 system but unlikely from TARGET. 
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1.3 ACHs 

1.3.1 Description 

The major steps involved in the creation, validation and transmission of the payment are the: 

• Verification of the identity of the parties involved in the chain; 

• Validation of the payment; 

• Verification of the ability to pay; 

• Authorisation of the transfer of funds; 

• Exchange of payment information; and 

• Processing of the transaction. 

The verification and authentication phase is immediate when the payer’s financial institution 
verifies the identity of the payer and the availability of funds on its account. One possibility is to 
enable this part of the procedure to be done automatically in case of customers sending orders 
through electronic banking networks recalling the verification methodology used for accounts and 
the use of plastic cards.  

The clearing process refers to the following steps: 

 Exchange of payment information between financial institutions; 

 Matching of the transaction; 

• Sorting of the transaction; 

• Data collection; 

• Data aggregation; 

• Sending of relevant data; 

 Calculation of the relevant claims; 

• Calculation of gross claims; 

• Calculation of aggregated claims. 

Financial institution may employ a third party for clearing, with one or more institutions forwarding 
payment instruction for sorting and processing, while multilateral clearing is based on a set of 
procedures. A clearing house is an example of the latter type of arrangement; an organisation that 
operates central facilities and may act as central counterpart in the settlement of payment 
obligations. Clearing associations on the other hand co-ordinate institutions and facilitate clearing 
but do not operate as central counterpart or supply central processing services.  

Due to the fact that non-resident financial institutions do not participate directly in domestic 
interbank payment systems and do not hold accounts with foreign central banks, more complex, 
even if decentralised, solutions may have to involve cross-membership in clearing houses. The 
advantage relies in expanding the services supplied to a wider range of financial institutions. A 
centralised cross-border ACH solution requires the choice of a common settlement bank, while in 
decentralised solutions, the domestic originating ACH transmits the payment order (in the local 
currency for non-EU countries) to the recipient ACH where the order is handled as a domestic 
instruction.  
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Multilateral agreements are advisable for the processing of a large number of instructions. This is 
more efficient because of the co-ordination capabilities in exchanging information through common 
communication networks. 

The following settlement process is divided into: 

• Collection and integrity check of the claims to be settled; 

• Ensuring the availability of funds for settlement; 

• Settling the claims between the participants; and 

• Communication of the settlement result to the participants. 

Contrary to correspondent banking where institutions maintain correspondent accounts that tier 
financial institutions, in multilateral agreements accounts are held with a third-party institution 
acting as settler. For retail payments settlement takes place either in central bank money if the 
settlement bank is a central bank or in commercial bank money.  

According to surveys, clearing houses represent the most common clearing arrangement model in 
Europe. In most of the countries20 clearing houses supply all services for processing payments; 
clearing, netting and communication networks.  

The existence of various domestic clearing systems for retail payments depends on their single 
specialisation21. This reflects the coexistence of clearing arrangements provided by different 
categories of credit institutions22. Clearing arrangements are run both privately and through central 
banks, but in retail payments private providers are usually prominent. Central banks generally 
specialise in the processing of paper-based instruments.  

Retail payments are usually batched and then netted on a multilateral basis for settlement every 
business day. Current trends show a shift towards more frequent net settlement cycles during the 
day. It can be possible that with a full operational payment system, retail payment processing 
switches to real-time clearing and settlement.  

Even if the settlement systems are usually owned by central banks, some exceptions23 show that the 
settlement infrastructure is provided privately. 

Due to the fact that not every participant is eligible to have an account at the central bank and 
central banks do not have a network for ordinary customers, tiering is common. Small financial 
institutions provide accounts though direct participants of the system and settle through them.  

European domestic clearing banking networks, which route domestic retail payments, have very 
different features: e.g. regarding access conditions (only banks, direct or indirect access) or the 
limits of amounts (some have a limit under €50,000, the limit set for retail cross-border payments). 
Furthermore, most of them need conversion algorithms for processing standard SWIFT messages. 
Domestic systems usually perform their transaction in the national currency. For cross-border 
payments in the EU area all payments have to be processed in Euro, but have to be differentiated 
between EU and non-Euro transactions.  

                                                           
20 European countries and USA. 
21 E.g. specialisation in paper-based or paperless payment instruments. 
22 In the US more than 150 clearing arrangements for cheques processing exist, while in Japan nation-wide electronic 
clearing system exist with more than 600 local clearing houses for cheques. In Germany four clearing organisations for 
different categories of financial institutions are interconnected. 
23 E.g. Canada and Switzerland. 
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The direct use of the SWIFT network avoids most of the conversion mechanisms, does not rely on 
amount limits for transactions and increases the automation level. The goal is to have national 
based clearing systems which operate domestic as cross-border payments or a common mechanism 
which routes cross-border payments directly in national clearing systems. 

One of the major difficulties stems from the fact that not all countries have an ACH network to 
clear payments. The following table shows the availability and structure of some clearing systems. 

Country Clearing systems 
Austria Correspondent banking, no ACH is present. 
Australia Australian payments clearing association limited – APCA –  

The body has a differentiated structure which specialises in separate processing 
of different instruments. 

Belgium More than one clearing house is operational. 
Switzerland Clearing for large-value payments is present. 
Denmark Clearing through domestic clearing systems with account relationships with the 

National Central Bank. 
Spain Four different clearing systems used by its members only and processing in 

national currency only. The NCB acts as settlement institution. 
France  Clearing houses are used for high-value transfers and the NCB acts as 

settlement institution. 
UK Clearing houses are used for high-value transfers and the NCB acts as 

settlement institution. 
Italy Clearing is done electronically through a specific system and the NCB acts as 

settlement institution. 
Luxembourg Clearing system owned by its members. 
Portugal Clearing systems controlled by the NCB and divided in retail- and high-value 

payments transactions. 
USA A high number of clearing houses exist, co-ordinated by NACHA. 
Singapore Three clearing systems. NCB act as settlement bank. 

Table 4: Clearing systems. Source: www.swift.com 

Clearing house systems have to operate through common interfaces for electronic payments and 
being linked to electronic platforms or messaging systems and need to share common security 
features. Wide-spread infrastructures are more cost-effective than independent infrastructures. This 
is why one of the difficulties in setting up an ACH network in Europe is the fact that European 
clearing systems have their own formats, processing rules as standards, while US clearing houses all 
operate on the same standards and are commonly supervised by the same institution. 

1.3.2 The American experience 

In 1974 the National Automated Clearing House Association – NACHA – was formed to co-
ordinate the ACH movement nation-wide. Local ACHs were inter-linked electronically. The 
immediate benefit was a cost reduction. The system was designed for high-volume predominantly 
low-value recurring payments such as payroll, loans, etc..  

ACH transactions are transmitted via a common network to one of the four ACH operators; 

• The American Clearing House; 

• The Federal Reserve; 

http://www.swift.com/
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• The New York Automated Clearing House Association; and 

• Visa. 

Among those operators, private-sector ACH operators use the Federal Reserve Banks’ net 
settlement service to settle transactions.  

The Federal Reserve typically applies a mix of fixed fees and variable fees to recover the marginal 
increase in costs for each transaction, to price its services. Fees charged by ACH providers24 are 
significantly lower than other payment systems25. 

Major benefits of ACH-based agreements have been:  

• Universal participation; 

• Low costs – it has been demonstrated that costs are lower than those of correspondent 
banking -; 

• Low risks; and 

• High reliability. 

Nevertheless one of the difficulties arising from the system was the relative lack of flexible and low-
cost interfaces with consumers and business systems, beside the potential settlement risk involved 
in ACH networks. It arises because the system does not process instructions on a real-time basis. 
Transactions are provisional payments with the presumption, but no guarantee, that the originator 
of the order will fund its obligation.  

Furthermore the potential conflict of interest within the Federal Reserve is steadily under discussion 
because of its dual role; on one side as payment service provider and on the other side as regulator 
of the payment system. The risks rely on the possibility of the Federal Reserve competing unfairly, 
or underpricing its services to maintain larger market share or writing regulations in favour of its 
services. One solution is for the Federal Reserve to transfer its ACH operations to a privately owned 
clearing house26.  

Generally speaking processing cross-border transfers requires extra steps compared to domestic 
transfers: 

• Reporting requirements; 

• Conversion into the currency of the beneficiary; 

• More information for the process is required; 

• Details of the beneficiary need to be verified; 

• Additional clearing and settlement procedures; and 

• Payment orders need to be reformatted if entered in national clearing circuits of the 
destination country.  

Whereas an ACH system can carry out those additional tasks, the transfer can be treated as a 
domestic transaction by the destination institution.  

                                                           
24 In 1997 the fee charged was on average $0.25 per transfer. 
25 In 1997 the fee charged was $0.45 per transfer 
26 Evidence shows how in Australia and in the UK, Central Banks are shareholders in private clearing agreements, 
while in Belgium private ACH are operated with the personnel of the NCB. 
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A pilot project of this type is currently under consideration in co-operation with SWIFT and 
NACHA. The World-wide Automated Transaction Clearing House - WATCH - is a United 
Kingdom Limited Company owned by the banking industry. It proposes to take advantage of the 
cost-efficient domestic payment systems that rely on batch processing of high volumes of payments 
with very limited repair and error level. It provides an exchange of multiple input payment formats 
into the format of the beneficiary country.  
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Schema 2: Process flow of WATCH 

 

Watch is a trusted agent with the aim to facilitate the transfer of funds from originators to beneficiaries. Using national 
input formats, member financial institutions send batches of payments to the system. At a predetermined cut-off time, 
WATCH advises each originator of the net amount to cover for each country in each currency. Members subsequently 
give the order to the Nostro Agent for that currency based in the destination country (it is generally a corespondent 
institution) to pay the relative amount advised to Watch's Settlement Agent the destination country. In many countries 
the latter will be the National Central Bank at which either WATCH in the nostro agent will maintain an account 
ortheir name. This part of the transaction will be a domestic payment in central bank money through local Real Time 
Gross Settlement systems relevant for the currency of the payment.  

The use of agents permits WATCH to settle even in those situations where it is not permitted to maintain an account 
with Central Banks because of WATCHs' non-bank origins. 

After the confirmation of the funding from the originator, the system processes payments to the destination country 
either directly or indirectly through the domestic payment systems. Watch will therefore itself act as an originator 
within the domestic infrastructure and will take advantage of all efficiencies related to the use of local procedures. 

Members will be able to deal with a single organisation to fund their obligation instead of several correspondent 
banking partners. This allows for a reduction in liquidity requirements and account maintenance costs.  
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 Payments data flow Pay-out schedule 

  Pay-in schedule Disbursement to beneficiaries 
 Funding 

 

Source: http://www.globalach.org 

High costs of technology and infrastructure have always represented entry barriers to the business. 
To reduce them, WATCH provides an operating bridge between already existing systems by 
leveraging their strengths. Technically it will employ Internet protocols for communications and 
will provide multi-currency processing and a global coverage. The centralised processing facility 
will receive payments electronically from member institutions, perform validation and processing 
and transmit instructions to the institutions in the beneficiary country in the appropriate format.  

This solution will technically operate through batches with homogenous currency, value date and 
destination country. Besides common membership prices which amount to $100,000 plus $10,000 - 
$15,000 annual membership fee for the first five years of operation, a price parity between 
international and national payments has to be expected.  

The project follows the general trend of centralisation, which is currently required in order to 
perform efficiently in the payment business. Originators gain improved and more synchronised 
payment cycles, security levels and improved cash management. Settlement is dealt by a single 
institution. Due to the fact that the system provides acceptance and conversion from and into 
domestic formats, the straight-through processing level is high and the impact on current domestic 
payment systems low. Besides its global connectivity, cost efficiency and certainty of payments are 
the main advantages. Its major applications will be in the fields of corporate payments, such as 
payroll, dividends and pensions; internal bank activities, such as trade finance; and retail payments.  

On the other hand one of the major difficulties is the fact that the system will not repair payment 
transactions. The effect will be that defect messages will be rejected and the costs have to be born 
by the originating financial institution.  

Administrative functions will be centralised and performed by NACHA, the processing unit will be 
SWIFT[s1], which will handle the file input, validation and conversion. Due to the fact that the 
organisation will be based on the establishment of a virtual company, the trend will be to outsource 
all key functions, such as administration, settlement and control, etc., instead of directly owning the 
infrastructures.  

1.4 Post Bank 

In the twenties the payment process was mainly paper-based and the use of non-cash payment 
instruments was increasing significantly. Private institutions involved in the execution phase were 
banks and cashiers. A nation-wide Postal cheque and giro-service was established in 1918 and 
involved the use of a uniform form layout for executing payment transactions. During the following 
years, the centralised giro service gained market share especially in the retail market while the 
banking sector began its concentration effort. The direct effect was that cashiers as regional banks 
lost their importance and market share.  

After the Second World War Postal Giro was the largest system in the retail payment business, but 
with the arrival of computer technology, banks and Postal Giro tried to find a common playing 
ground. Nevertheless the differences were too significant. The main reason relied on the fact that 
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while Postal Giro based its processing on centralisation and uniformity, private bankers were still 
divergeant too diverged to agree on a uniform payment form.  

The banking industry and Postal Giro - since 1986 Postbank - tried to overcome some of the 
difficulties of processing payments but acted in different ways, highlighting the differences in the 
cost-benefit structure which pushed to different strategic choices.  As an example, Postbanks 
invested in early stages in the substitution of the use of cheques by electronic funds transfer 
methods, while they invested only in later stages in the installation of automated teller machines - 
ATM27. This was due to the fact that the installation of ATM's would lead to a cost increase in the 
short run. Meanwhile, banks invested heavy in ATM's. The direct result was that Postbanks had the 
largest market share in terms of number of customers but the lowest one in terms of ATM's. The use 
of banks' ATM's by Postbank clients resulted in high interbank fees to be paid by Postbanks to the 
banking industry. Similar developments could be observed in the fields of electronic purses as 
Internet-pay facilities. 

Economic theory and current practice show how once the choice has been made for a bank a strong 
motivation is necessary in order to change the initial choice. This is why the strategy of banks was 
to increase the number of services towards current retail customers to higher the cost of switching to 
another institution. This helped banks gain an oligopolistic position. As a result the effect on 
consumer behaviour of a specific service, even if inefficient, is rather limited. Considering that 
processing cross-border retail payments does not represent for banks the core business in contrast to 
postal organisations, it explains why banks in contrast to postal banks started to provide integrated 
and standardised solutions for processing payments only when diversity between single financial 
institutions became a significant burden. On top of it postal banks generally share in their business a 
monopolistic position in their country, while other banks have to deal within their core business in 
the presence of many competitors. In the retail payment business they represent correspondents. 

1.4.1 Eurogiro  

Eurogiro28 is an efficient and widespread postal cross-border payment systems with an international 
electronic payment network for postal institutions. It was started in 1993 as a co-operation between 
14 European postal and giro banks29. The jointly owned Eurogiro Network A/S based in 
Copenhagen manages the network system and consists of a restricted team. The main reason for this 
cost-saving result is the outsourcing policy of the company such as the outsourcing of help desk 
facilities and system development functions.  

Due to the fact that at the beginning Eurogiro was intended to be a co-operation within a limited 
number of members, it was able to focus and maintain high product standards. Successively its 
continuous efforts to expand the network has pushed towards a small and flexible administration 
with the aim of establishing co-operations with other systems to achieve a global coverage. 
Eurogiro members have tightened links with US banks, the Universal Postal Union and with 
Western Union30, the world's biggest money transfer service. This allows an increase in the 
geographical coverage of the system even outside its existing network. On the other hand co-
operation permits gaining competitive advantage in other areas where Western Union is particularly 

                                                           
27 It is also known as cash dispenser. It is a computerised self service machine allowing the owner of a ATM card with a 
personal identification number to obtain cash and statements.  
28 Eurogiro Network A/S is a limited company owned by Post and giro banks. 
29 Girobank was established in 1968 and known as the National Girobank. It was set up by the Post Office and provided 
a public banking facility for people without bank accounts. One of the main advantages was that the number of post 
offices in countries was greater and the global coverage higher than the number and the coverage of banks.  
30 The partnership was initiated on November 1998. For Western Union it means additional 50,000 giro and postbanks 
to their network.  
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strong, such as payments in those countries where the holders of accounts are low relative to the 
population. In the latter years the number of member institutions in Eurogiro has grown by 
approximately 50% (see Annex 2 for current members). 

Its capacity is of several thousand of transactions per day. Nevertheless members are allowed to 
invest progressively in the system, which gives the possibility also to members without a high 
volume capacity to enter the business. The capacity can then be further expanded according with the 
growth in volumes. 

Eurogiro follows development of SWIFT but operates through its own network customised on 
members' needs and based on different protocols31, but they use SWIFT formats for payments. The 
main difference with SWIFT is that Eurogiro differentiates between types of payments, which are 
called 'product codes' that are collected according to sorting criteria and are sent through batches 
over the network. The system is batch oriented but real-time transactions can be finalised. Batch 
processing enables cost-savings. Operational costs depend on volumes and range between one and 
two cents of Euro per transaction32. A simple breakdown of charges within Eurogiro can be seen 
through the following table 3. 

Type of fee Fee in euro 
Admission fee €30000 to €100000 
Monthly fee €1000 to €2100 
Transaction fee 1 to 2 cents of Euro 

Table 5: Breakdown of charges in Eurogiro 

The system bears different costs for payment message transfers compared to SWIFT, because of its 
standardisation, automation and reduced costs. Table 1 shows the average cost per payment of a 
Eurogiro and SWIFT member.  

 production costs network costs total costs 

SWIFT €3.5 €0.3 €3.8 

Eurogiro €1.5 €0.2 €1.7 

difference €2.0 €0.1 €2.1 
Table 6: Average cost per payment for Eurogiro and SWIFT in Euro. Source: Eurogiro News, 03.08.1999 

Operational costs in processing payments are less consistent for Eurogiro and lead to a €2 saving 
per transaction. Nevertheless it does not represent an alternative to SWIFT but a supplement, 
because of the latter's larger range of products and greater global network. Due to its nature SWIFT 
shows lower straight-through processing levels and higher operational costs.  

The postal system has a long-term commitment to follow SWIFT standards, but because not every 
Eurogiro member is also a SWIFT member, the system is currently investigating the possibility to 
build a format converter from SWIFT formats to Eurogiro message types in order to gain in 
compatibility. 

                                                           
31 UNIX/Alpha, X25/Internet, PKI, TCIP. 
32 Only outgoing transactions are charged. 
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The electronic network system enables members to transmit electronic payment messages to any 
other member of the network. As the system is highly automated, the messages, once inputted 
manually, can be processed without any further manual intervention.  

Security is the central goal within the cross-border business. It applies coding and authentication 
facilities, so that only the sending and the receiving parts in the transaction have access to the 
information and a public key infrastructure - PKI -. Transaction will be given digital signatures and 
the Certificate Authority has been installed in the management centre of Eurogiro.  

1.4.2 Advantages and disadvantages 

One of the main advantages of the postal network is that it has a wide distribution network and 
customer reach. Postal banks cannot have the same role as banks, which dominate the financial 
sector because of the wider range of services they offer, but have the possibility to take the niche of 
cross-border payments. 

Furthermore postbanks have improved their selling of cross-border payments as product. In most 
countries marketing activities have became a key for success and products are advertised in the 
written press as in electronic media.  

The application of quality tests permit controlling and monitoring the quality levels of the services 
and their developments. The tests monitor the time taken to process transactions, the formats used, 
the straight-through processing level, etc.. Concerning the latter element, the Electronic Verifying 
Tool was developed to sort messages with incomplete account numbers before processing.  

Even if the banking and the postal sectors show some differences, the systems share many 
similarities. The current trend in centralisation is shared by both institutions. From spring 2002, one 
service provider - single entry point - will settle all Euro transactions of Eurogiro. The direct effect 
will be a rationalisation in members’ settlement business, the need to maintain several accounts will 
be reduced, the management of liquidity flows will be increased and the processing will be further 
automated. 

Concerning the clearing and settlement, generally the system settles through traditional bilateral 
accounts between members but it is envisaged to implement a centralised clearing through Postgirot 
in Sweden. The process is fully automated and the straight-through processing level has been stable 
for several years at between 95% and 98% both for credit and cash transfers, although percentage 
figures depend on the automation level reached by post counters in different countries. Some rely 
on the filling-in of standard payment forms by the customer, which can be done at the post counter 
or at home in case the customer has a postal account and the following manual input of transaction 
data in the system by a postal operator. Others are based on optic readers for the automated input of 
data in the network. The latter system increases the straight-through processing level.  

Every member of Eurogiro has only one correspondent in every destination country, with few 
exceptions (see Annex 1) which permit to simplify the transaction processes and to lower costs. 
Every central postal service, which is a member institution, is responsible for maintaining an 
account agreement with each correspondent in every potential destination country. Having a 
reduced membership and a reduced necessity of maintaining correspondent banking agreements 
compared with the banking industry permits postal services to achieve low processing costs and 
therefore pre-defined costs and timeframes. The transfers are sent from local postal offices to the 
central member institution, which batches  orders in 'files' per destination country and sends it once 
during the working day to the central member institution in the destination country. The latter is 
responsible for processing and routing the received payment orders to beneficiaries either on postal, 
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bank accounts or in cash. The simplified mechanism is permits a low cost structure even if manual 
intervention and reporting requirements add a cost commitment to postal service processing. 

Liberalisation and competition further allow postal organisations to set competitive prices for cross-
border payments, an area of business under free competition. The system focuses on rationalisation 
and reduction of transaction costs. When considering volume growth and its expected increase in 
time, Eurogiro normally agrees on a relative cut on transaction fees, as it was done in November 
1999, when charges were cut by 30%. With standard products customers have transparent 
information about fees and timing - normally within 3-4 days - in order to finalise an end-to-end 
transaction. This means that the system complies with the EU Cross-border Directive.  

Analysing total costs per transaction through Eurogiro further conclusions can be drawn. Table 2 
shows the approximate fees charged in different countries when executing a cross-border payment 
of €500.  

 Standard speed payment to a postal account 
abroad 

Standard speed payment to be paid out in cash 
abroad 

Country originator beneficiary timeframe originator beneficiary timeframe 
Austria €5.81 €1.48 4 days €5.81 / 5 days 
Belgium €3.47 €3.48 4 days €7.43 / 5 days 
Denmark  €4.02 €3.48 4 days €10.73 / 5 days 
Finland €8.4 / 4 days €8.4 / 5 days 
France €8.38 / 4 days €11.58 / 5 days 
Germany €5.11 / 4 days €20.45 / 5 days 
Iceland €6.53 / 4 days €7.98 / 5 days 
Ireland €6.53 / 4 days €7.98 / 5 days 
Italy €3.35 / 5 days €10.32 / 5 days 
Luxembourg €1.98 €2.58 4 days €4.95 / 5 days 
Netherlands €3.06 €2.58 4 days €10.21 / 5 days 
Norway €5.51 €2.58 4 days €15.92 / 5 days 
Spain €6.01 / 4 days €6.6 / 5 days 
Sweden €6.95 / 4 days €15.86 / 5 days 
Switzerland €5.16 / 4 days €5.16 / 5 days 
United Kingdom €8.32 / 4 days    

Table 7: Fees charged for a standard payment of €500. Source: www.eurogiro.com 

Payments done through Eurogiro show some advantages and some disadvantages. First of all it is 
not required to have a postal account in order to perform a cross-border payment, even if an account 
would facilitate the transmission and would represent a cost saving for the customer. The transfer 
can either be done from a postal account to another postal account, either from a postal account to 
be paid out in cash abroad, or paid in cash and out on a postal account or in cash again. The prices 
for different types of payments are in some countries only slightly different while in other countries 
significantly diverging. The fees themselves charged for payment type are throughout the countries 
significantly different. Although the main difference is the fact that some countries, such as Austria, 
Belgium, Denmark, Luxembourg, the Netherlands, and Norway, charge either the originator orthe 
beneficiary of the payment and that in some beneficiaries' countries fees are more significant than 
those charged on originators, those conditions are dealt singularly between different countries and 
postal services.  

What is on the other hand homogeneous is the timeframe necessary for payments to be processed 
and be set available for the destination customer abroad. With the exemption of Italy, a standard 
speed payment to a postal account abroad is processed within four working days while to be paid 
out in cash a further working day is needed. This timeframe is competitive in relation with the 
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banking industry, which needs on contrast more than six working days for cross-border payments. 
Nevertheless the main competitive advantage of Eurogiro in the business is that prices and transfer 
times are always pre-determined and communicated to the customer in advance before the 
transaction is entered into the system. Information transparency is therefore very high.  

Those characteristics of Eurogiro depend on more than one factor and not all cost-saving factors can 
be directly applied to the banking industry. First of all Eurogiro is not only a clearing system such 
as EBA STEP1. It is not only a payment carrier such as SWIFT. It is not only a settlement service, 
such as the one potentially supplied by EBA or by WATCH, while it is a complete payment system. 
It is a message carrier, a clearing and settlement system. This means it is a complete system. Banks 
do not have the availability of such a facility, because the message carrier service, which is 
commonly supplied by SWIFT is separated on its own processing system. On the other hand the 
trend to create global or European clearing and settlement institutions such as ACHs allows for the 
centralisation of all other functions and to have a single payment network.  

Table 4 shows the differences between total average fees charged by the banking industry and by 
Eurogiro for cross-border payments. As it can be easily seen, charges are significantly higher in the 
banking sector. 

Country of 
origin 

Average cost to 
originator (€) 

Average cost to 
beneficiary (€) 

TOTAL COST (€) 
(banking sector) 

TOTAL COST (€) 
(EUROGIRO) 

Austria 9.56 1.05 10.61 7.29 
Belgium 13.37 0.00 13.37 6.95 
Luxembourg 8.15 0.76 8.91 4.56 
Netherlands 8.68 1.32 10.00 5.64 
Germany 13.39 0.39 13.78 5.11 
France 15.36 1.52 16.88 8.38 
Italy 16.10 2.18 18.28 3.35 
Finland 19.77 0.34 20.11 8.4 
Spain 15.48 5.02 20.50 6.01 
Ireland 25.61 0.37 25.98 6.53 

Table 8: Average total cost of a transfer, by country of transfer origin  
Comparison between the banking and postal business. Source: Bank Charges in Europe, Report for the European 

Commission, Directorate-General Sanco 

The main reason is the fact that Eurogiro was created as a closed system for a limited number of 
members in order to be able to assure high quality standards of processing, a high degree of 
automation and of standardisation. A further reason is the fact that the implementation of the IBAN 
in most of the countries permits to deal with payments with a low error level.  

Even if the postal system, like the banking system, is based on correspondent banking relationships, 
the fact of limited membership creates a further competitive advantage for the postal system. It 
permits the definition and easy exchange of pre-determined payment prices and to inform customers 
in advance of the time and transaction costs, while the banking industry has to deal with thousands 
of different correspondents. 

In summary the main focus and advantages of Eurogiro are the following: 

• to have a significant geographical coverage in terms of access to national high and low value 
clearing systems; 

• to have a geographical coverage in terms of countries covered thanks to its postal origins; 

• to have mutually agreed quality standards to be maintained and monitored; 
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• to have a product-costing analysis; 

• to have a marketing campaign; 

• to invest in technical development; 

• to outsource operational and administrative functions; 

• to have a flexible and numerically reduced management; 

• to involve a complete payment system infrastructure; 

• to have a price and time transparency; 

• to have a competitive fixed fee price structure and pre-agreed timescale; 

• to have a high security level; 

• to focus on standardisation and quality; 

• to comply with EU directives; and 

• to have a focus on retail payments. 

1.5 Future Trends and Conclusions 

The payment business and its related payment instruments have a long history which focused and 
will focus on the degree of standardisation, centralisation and outsourcing achieved by each single 
system. Experience shows how diversity in systems and instruments have lead to different 
development in different companies.  

"As payments are a derived convenience good, the importance of standardisation to the 
customer is rather limited. The dynamics of standardisation in this area is therefore 
heavily influenced by the dynamics of competition between providers in this sector. [...] 
providers try to achieve optimal efficiency by adopting technical standards [...]while 
limiting the necessary change [...]. "33 

The analysis of the postal network underlines how in retail cross-border systems competition is far 
more cost-based than income-based. While ACHs are focused on the development of economies of 
scale and are highly available, closed clubs such as Eurogiro are driven by the market side and 
focus on a niche strategy. Securing a competitive environment is a way to lower costs significantly. 
One of the main possibilities in order to increase volumes and reduce costs in processing for the 
banking sector can be therefore to merge credit and debit transfers as ACHs envisage doing. 

Due to the fact that cross-border payments do not represent the core business of a bank's business 
and that credit institutions have to deal with a high number of correspondents in order to perform a 
cross-border transaction and that their technical and structural operational environments differ 
widely, their standardisation efforts have to be global. This is the main reason why current efforts in 
business are focusing on outsourcing clearing and settlement functions to a centralised institution 
following an ACHs structure and on the possibility to link already existing national clearing 
systems gain in efficiency. 

Which will be the main changes or future trends undertaken in the cross-border payment business 
can be summarised as follows: 

12. ACHs networks with a co-ordination entity. 
                                                           
33 De Nederlandsche Bank, Standardizing Retail Payment Instruments, 2000, Chapter XII, pp. 196. 
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Multilateral netting schemes, ACHs, are likely to prevail in future. They are cost-efficient when the 
number of participants tends to be high. While domestic payments are often processed through 
ACHs, cross-border payments lack an international ACH batching method of processing. Links 
between ACHs have been tested but have not gained support commercially.  

13. Real-time processing or batched processing in recurring cycles during the business day; the 
latter defined as real-time settlement of batches. 

In case of correct routing real-time settlement of batches reduces the time frame necessary for 
processing and permits an end-to-end control of flows. The major goal is to reduce the two-tiered 
mechanism and increase synchronisation between the information exchange within financial 
institution and the settlement transfer. Both stages are kept together in real-time processing. While 
for electronic banking information goes through the Internet network, in traditional banking 
settlement is performed by a central settlement institution, such as an ACH. This enables economies 
of scale but reduces the benefits of a decentralised solution. Moving to a real-time processing will 
change the services that have to be provided by ACHs; there won’t be the need to batch payments 
by participants but to update participants’ settlement balances and limits. With the increase of 
electronic networks ACHs could become redundant and increase costs.  

14. End-to-end control of payment flows. 

In store-and-forward systems messages are sent without interactive control. Instructions are stored 
in different intermediary stages and forwarded in separate steps to the end receiver. The receiver 
cannot control the entire cycle but can only receive acknowledgements of separate steps. On the 
other hand the messages can be corrected or cancelled by the institution before cut-off time because 
they are queued in the system.  

15. Consumer's electronic payment input. 

Bank systems can be addressed directly by electronic interfaces by the single user such as a 
corporate customers in order to further reduce costs and manual intervention required.  

16. System of public key infrastructure for customers in order to identify the counterparts and 
guarantee integrity and security of transactions.  

17. Implementation of standardised account numbers supporting automatic routing of transactions. 

18. Electronic automatic generation of statements and receipts. 

19. Electronic generation of payment reporting via ACHs or payment carrier. 

20. Extension of the SWIFT network to all banks and clearing infrastructures. 

Not all clearing infrastructures use SWIFT services. The percentage is still low because domestic 
networks have  currently undertaken investment in infrastructure to perform more efficiently. 
Relying on standard solutions from SWIFT avoids the development of a proprietary one and the 
difficulties of operating diverse systems. The major advantages rely on its global connectivity, end-
to end monitoring, full responsibility assumption and security features, linked to the possibility to 
share infrastructure costs among a high number of participants. The major cost root applies on the 
entry fee charged to all institutions joining SWIFT as table 7 (see Annex 2) shows. 

21. Development of remote access and home banking. 
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Remote access and home banking will be time- and cost-reducing especially for the institution and 
also for the consumer. Remote participants can send and receive payments within SWIFT FIN 
services through SWIFT interfaces and the exchange of bilateral keys with the relative financial 
institution. This applies for customers accessing the system through home banking. For all other 
customers not in possession of terminals, the financial institutions themselves could provide 
terminals in their premises to be used by customers in order to decrease manual intervention. 
Remote participants have to provide the IBAN code and can control the introduction and the 
queuing of payment orders in the system. 

In order to further increase straight-through processing in electronic banking an extra input field 
displayed should be added in the message format predefining categories for the reason of the 
payment.  

22. Automation and/or outsourcing? 

Payment processing involves two major trade-offs. On one hand the automation level necessary to 
reduce processing costs is directly linked to the need to reduce investment costs to achieve a high 
straight-through-processing level. On the other hand the centralisation effort is in contrast with the 
efficient outsourcing level of each operational function; the former has the aim to achieve 
economies of scale, the latter to maintain costs low.  

Analysing each single step of the payment processing chain, it can be concluded that especially 
input phases can be potentially automated. The use of home banking procedures already 
demonstrates it. On the other hand clearing phases are suitable to be performed by a central 
institution such as an ACH system or a unique system such as EBA or WATCH. The advantage of 
the latter is that it will be able to perform also settlement phases which are difficult or to be 
outsourced either to be automated. 
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2 Technological Standards and Reporting Requirements 

The Bank Identifier Code – BIC – is a world-wide standard providing a unique identification of 
banks and branches involved in the transaction. This is needed to route payments when the system 
is not be able to process them only on the basis of the International Bank Account Number –IBAN-. 
All current account holders are is entitled to it. Its structure is defined by 8 to 11 alphanumeric 
characters; the first four characters define the bank code which is unique to each financial 
institution, the following two characters define the country code, the following two the location 
code and the last characters the branch code. It is a recognised identifier regardless of the payment 
system used. Not every domestic institution has a BIC; frequently branches do not have one. 
Branches, which are identified by an 11-character BIC, neither have a SWIFT interface nor a direct 
connection to the SWIFT network. They use the SWIFT interface and network connection of the 
institution with the corresponding 8-character BIC. This represents the major case for branches and 
it is a source of increased costs and time consumption. 

The disadvantages of the code are that nothing links the BIC code to the account number and that it 
lacks a check digit for off-line validation. Furthermore, it is costly for banks while the IBAN is 
generated and communicated free of charge to the customer.  

If a high number of institutions are linked to a central clearing house, the national clearing code can 
be used or the IBAN. 

The IBAN was not specifically designed to facilitate cross-border routing of messaging. Its 
advantage is that it requires only a minimum amount of change within domestic schemes. The 
IBAN design provides a standard method for cross-border validation of foreign accounts. The 
algorithm used for validating covers the whole code. The recognition stage is divided in two parts. 
First it is necessary to recognise the ISO country code – two digits – and second it is necessary to 
recognise the bank identification within the destination country by interpreting national formats. 
The routing mechanism outside the destination country only has to recognise the country code and 
only the routing mechanism in the destination country needs to know the full construction of its 
national formats. The IBAN can be used, given clearing system changes, to route payment 
instructions into the national clearing system without any table conversion. In some countries the 
national account number is being prefaced by a part of the BIC in order to achieve this.  

In practise when both the IBAN and the BIC codes are given but do not match the IBAN code is 
retained as valid. 

Until SWIFT has a global coverage the IBAN will not be generally accepted; both codes may be 
required for processing. In future the BIC code may become redundant. 

From 1 January 2002 an exemption threshold of €12,500 is set, under which no reporting of bank 
payments to National Central Banks is necessary. The proposal to extend the threshold to €50000 
amount, which defines retail payments as from the Directive 97/5/EC, involves a further loss of 
information for statisticians and may lower the quality of statistics. Furthermore alternative 
sampling statistical sources from enterprises are not less burdensome.  

A solution to improve the system should be to externalise reporting requirements and centralise the 
source of reporting in order to share the costs within a large group of financial institution and 
therefore reduce them. Because reporting is due on a singular basis by each institution and because 
the requirements vary from country to country, a single payment may need to be reported twice, in 
the originator and in the destination country to the relative national central bank. With appropriate 
technological changes, it may be possible to shift the responsibility of providing statistical resources 
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from the single bank to third-party institutions, such as an ACH, which permanently have 
information available regarding the balances and net positions of each participant to the system, 
either to the payment carrier, e.g. SWIFT.  

Clearing centres have nevertheless the difficulties that they retain only a partial copy of the payment 
itself, which relates to the transaction amount, and not the total of the information showed on the 
payment instruction. A further difficulty is that, for example the EBA system clears payments on 
the basis of the BIC address of a destination institution batching also payments of the single 
branches in different countries. This means that a geographical breakdown of the payment traffic 
cannot be provided, which makes reporting more difficult. Furthermore, as processing mechanisms 
have the goal of providing a quite simple solution and due to the fact that they are not familiar with 
reporting requirements, the supply of reporting as a value added service, would add in complexity.  

Nevertheless clearing centres are systems, which have knowledge of the total traffic of each 
institution and are the most suitable for centralising this function. Centralised solutions require 
standardisation efforts of national reporting requirements, an efficient information exchange in 
order to avoid double reporting for single payments, but may reduce the costs of reporting by 
sharing them among the whole range of participants. 

Once home banking is more widespread the single customer will be able to provide himself 
information on the reason of the payment of the single instruction sent for processing.  

3 Responsibilities and Costs 

In order to have total protection of a consumer’s position, the SWIFT system and banks have to 
share the responsibility for mistakes which occur in the transmission and processing of payment 
instructions in order to set up a system of tiered complementary responsibilities. Having an 
extension of the SWIFT network to all banks would make the task easier. The reason is the fact that 
SWIFT already assumes total responsibility when payments are wrongly routed or delayed but 
limits its responsibility to transmission via its network. Banks should assume responsibility for all 
other operational phases of the process especially in transmission and in receipt of the payment 
order. Except liability in case of non-execution or wrong execution of a transaction, a 
comprehensive legislation should determine the burden of proof. Responsibility for payments 
should end when the payment actually reaches the payee and is irrevocably credited on his account. 

When considering the various responsibilities of parties involved in a transaction the following 
issues have to be determined: 

 The day and time when funds will be available from the originator;  

In SWIFT the responsibility of the originator’s bank is to ensure sufficient information in order to 
enable the correct routing of the message and identification of the beneficiary. Furthermore it is 
responsible for ensuring sufficient funds or credit lines for initiating the irrevocable settlement of 
the instructions in due time.  

 Who is authorised to perform security functions such as assignation of passwords or keys; and 

 The structure of the fees to be charged; 

Major cost elements include: 

• Set-up costs for the connection to the operator; 

• Costs of sending files to the operator; 
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• Transaction costs; 

• Fees for returned items; 

In case of rejection of the payment instructions it should be avoided that all the batched files are 
sent back together and that the rejection results in a reverse credit. This is because rejection fees 
would be significant and the process time-consuming. 

• Administrative costs. SWIFT has already reduced the cost of message reporting and SWIFT 
Alliance34 interface is updated to be fully compatible with SWIFT-Net. This enables cost 
savings on the elimination of the X25 infrastructure35.  

Besides direct costs, in payments where the originator is the only part charged for the transaction, 
the intermediaries and the receiving bank does not necessarily receive a compensation for the 
service supplied. In order to remove the need for the receiving bank to bill the sending institution, 
the European Credit Sector Associations’ set up the initiative of providing a multilateral interbank 
exchange fee – MIF – applied to a defined basic service offer covering cross-border credit transfers 
denominated in Euro and processed through euro-interbank systems. Furthermore it is assumed that 
for those payments the OUR mode is applied and no statistical reporting has to be supplied. It will 
enter into force on 1 January 2002. In principle it is considered as a restriction of competition 
because it is a multilateral price agreement36.  

The major goal is to compensate the first intermediary institution in the receiving country through 
the MIF in order to enable the intermediary to forward the payment through the domestic clearing 
and settlement systems. This enables the destination institution to process the payment instruction 
as a domestic payment. The costs for transacting cross-border transactions could therefore be 
aligned to the ones for domestic payments. 

The intention is to have a lower level MIF for STP payments and a higher level MIF for non-STP 
payments. The disadvantage is that a strict division between two MIF categories implies a tight 
definition of straight-through processing. Furthermore it should be divided between processing fees 
and others.  

Nevertheless if the number of intermediaries in the destination country is limited to one, the MIF 
standardises part of the until now hidden part of the costs of payment transactions and works 
towards applying a flat fee for cross-border processing instead of a cost expressed as percentage of 
the amount transferred. The disadvantage is the fact that it will be necessary to revise the level of 
the MIF currently with the increase of volumes and technological improvements. In an ACH system 
where the sending institution is directly assessing the domestic clearing centre – ACH – in the 
receiving country, the MIF will be useful. It could be based on the extra costs of the beneficiary’s 
bank and included in the fee charged by the ACH to sending banks or ACHs. The beneficiary’s 
bank will be remunerated by the ACH by having the interchange fee redistributed. It becomes less 
reasonable for correspondent banking mechanisms where the number of intermediary institutions 
can be much more than two. If there are more than two banks in the chain, the MIF cannot define 
how the total fee should be divided among the intermediaries. 

                                                           
34 SWIFT Alliance is a software which permits a high functionality in the fields of message handling, routing, message 
filing and message file archiving. Even if most of the private software interfaces already in use by banks are as efficient 
as SWIFT Alliance, the widespread and common use of the latter would permit a higher homogeneity level and cost 
reduction. This will apply especially for branches in order to permit them to initiate payments directly without 
depending on the central financial institution.  
35 A protocol is a set of rules that define the transport of data through an electronic network.  
36 ECB, Improving cross-border retail payment services, Frankfurt, 9.2000, p. 19.  
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In a full ACH network, prices should be set up either as “ an admission fee and a fee per 
transaction” or a “periodical membership fee and a fee per transaction”  
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CHAPTER II Card Based Infrastructures for CBCTs 

1 The Card-Based CBCT as an Alternative 
1.1  Introduction 

In a recent paper, Leinonen of the Bank of Finland notes: "Today's payment systems have emerged 
over time by building on paper-based processes.  Automation has occurred in phases where various 
parts of the process have been electronified independently, without redesign of the whole process.  
Now we are in a situation where major benefits can be realised only by re-engineering the entire 
payment process in order to utilise the new efficient features provided by modern technology 
(Leinonen, 2000, p. 7; emphasis added). Transposed to the subject of this report: many of the 
improvements to today's clearing and settlement systems discussed in previous parts of the report 
can be thought of as 'sustaining' or evolutionary solutions (i.e., standardising of and improving upon 
existing systems), whereas perhaps more 'disruptive' or revolutionary solutions are needed. 

As is specified in the STOA Project Brief (on p. 4), one of the aims of the study is to "present the 
range of policy and technological options" available, which we interpreted as including some of the 
more 'revolutionary' solutions. This is why in this part two alternative, card-based solutions will be 
analysed 37 : 

(1) Making credit card payments over the Internet 

In most countries, credit cards are today the most popular means to pay for Internet purchases 37.  
For consumers, the use of their credit card entails no additional charges - although they may lose 
some money in the currency conversion if it is an international payment. For merchants, fees are 
steep - with discount rates of 2.5%-4% 38. This is because Internet sales are so-called 'card-not-
present' or MOTO (Mail Order/Telephone Order) transactions, which are more risky because 
merchants are unable to scan the actual card and get a physical signature. 

Today, holders of a credit card cannot receive money so that credit cards cannot be used for person-
to-person payments. However, this is changing.  Apparently inspired by the success of new 
Internet-based P2P payment systems such as PayPal, Europay International recently announced a 
new service - called 'MasterCard Payment/Deposit Transaction Service' - that allows holders of a 
credit card to make P2P payments via e-mail, even cross-border (Europay, 2001). 

(2) Making e-purse payments over the Internet 

A second (and bolder) option would consist in the use of electronic purses over the Internet 
including for person-to-person transfers. This is underpinned in two recent publications: 

"The best argument I have heard so far in favour of the Smart-Euro [a virtual Euro on 
an e-purse that can be used everywhere in the euro-zone] is its use on electronic 
networks for person to person transfers, thus introducing a really cheap transfer 
mechanism, given that cross border credit transfers are prohibitively expensive as the 
banks charge enormous fees for these transfers" (Böhle, 2001; emphasis added). 
 

                                                           
37 A notable exception is Finland with its 'electronic giro'; see Böhle and Krueger (2001). 
38 Rates depend upon the average amount per purchase, the total amount of purchases per month, the riskiness and 
newness of the business, etc.  Sometimes merchants also have to pay a transaction fee - a flat amount in addition to the 
discount rate.   
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"In the virtual world ... Existing load procedures could be used to load the e-purse of 
the payee.  This type of 'person to person' transfer could be a cheap, rapid and safe 
alternative to low-value cross-border transfers.  It goes without saying that this 
presupposes that e-purses are interoperable cross-border" (DG Internal Market, 2000, 
p. 7; emphasis added). 

This said, although the Belgian Proton card has been able to be used to pay for Internet purchases 
since December 1997 and although an increasing number of European e-purses are following in its 
tracks (Böhle and Krueger, 2001), none of them can as yet be used for cross-border Internet 
purchases.  This is because the European e-purse schemes have been developed along national lines, 
resulting in a proliferation of incompatible schemes (Van Hove, 1999a).  However, in June 1998, 
the so-called Common Electronic Purse Specifications (CEPS) were announced 39.  In the 
meantime, more than 95 percent of the world's e-purse programmes have endorsed CEPS and will 
thus become interoperable at some point (PWI, 2000).  On the other hand, it has to be pointed out 
that none of the e-purse projects has so far met with great success on the Internet.  In part this is 
precisely because of their national scope (Van Hove, 1999a).  Another reason is that consumers 
have to buy a smart card reader 40.  A final point is that with the exception of Mondex, e-purse 
operators have so far no concrete plans to allow P2P transfers over the Internet.  Since Mondex does 
not have a strong position in the EU, P2P transfers by means of e-purses are thus unlikely to 
become available on a wide scale in the euro-zone in the near future - if they ever become available.  
Cross-border e-purse payments to merchants need euro zone-wide implementation of the CEPS 
specifications.  This is not expected before 2005 41.  Summing up, the use of e-purses for P2P 
payments over the Internet is today only a theoretical option.  E-purse operators do, however, claim 
that low-value payments to Internet merchants can be handled cost-effectively - on a global scale, 
not just the euro-zone. 

The two solutions are 'revolutionary' in the sense that they rely in part on an open network (the 
Internet) - as opposed to bank-owned networks - and in part on credit card networks, which - unlike 
traditional clearing and settlement systems - are international and standardised by nature.  They are 
somewhat less revolutionary in the sense that what they essentially do is, not unlike PayPal, putting 
a new 'front end' on the existing credit card (and ACH) networks to provide new services to 
cardholders.  In the case of credit cards this is straightforward to see.  Where e-purses are 
concerned, it must be noted that in the Ducato pilot that has recently started with the aim of 
validating the CEPS technology, the clearing of the international transactions is done through the 
networks of either Europay International or Visa International (see below). 

A final introductory note relates to the fact that in the framework of this report 'small-value CBTs' 
are defined as being payments between EUR 0 and EUR 50,000.  The card-based solutions 
discussed above clearly do not provide an alternative for this entire range. For reasons of security, 
e-purses can typically only store limited amounts of money - up to BEF 5,000 (some 125 euro) in 
Belgium.  The upper limit of a credit card payment depends on the cardholder's personal limit, but 
will typically be not higher than EUR 1,000-3,000.  In their current versions, card-based solutions 
will therefore, at best, only be a complement to the existing systems in that they will only cover the 
lower part of the indicated range.  However, in view of the fact that charges for traditional CBTs are 

                                                           
39 The specifications were published in March 1999.  They are owned, developed and managed by CEPSCO 
<www.cepsco.com>, an organisation company established by the creators of CEPS. 
40 In the Proton scheme this reader is offered for some BEF 2,000. 
41 Note that cross-border e-purse payments are possible today via the SmartAxis 'gateway' solution.  SmartAxis 
<www.smartaxis.com> has developed software that enables merchants to accept e-purses as diverse as Proton and 
Mondex.  Clearing is done via the Europay-owned EPSNet network.  However, SmartAxis has reportedly ceased 
operations recently. 
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to a large extent fixed, this may precisely be the part of the market where there is a need for an 
alternative. 

1.2 Using e-purses over the Internet 

As noted above, standardisation is needed in order to make cross-border e-purse payments possible.  
Currently, two interoperability projects are up and running. One is the PACE project (Purse 
Application for Cross-border use in Euro) which brings together miniCASH (LU), Geldkarte (DE) 
and Moneo (FR) and which is financed by the European Commission within the IST (Information 
Society Technologies) framework (CETREL, 2000). The pilot project was launched in July 2000 in 
selected cities in the three countries. As a result, the holder or a miniCash card, for example, can use 
their e-purse to pay in euro at a German merchant accepting the local Geldkarte. According to 
William Vanobberghen of Cartes Bancaires, project manager for PACE, the participants in the 
PACE project are, however, in the process of stopping this initiative, before the actual completion 
of the project, , since some partners felt that - due to the emergence of the CEPS specifications 
earlier than expected - we should better finalise what was actually achieved: the completion of the 
so-called Step 1 phase, which means the installation of PSAMs 42 belonging to each partner in the 
terminals of the others, before actually addressing Step 2, which mean the development of a new set 
of common specifications to be implemented in both cards and terminals of each partner" 43. 

The second project - in which, incidentally, Cartes Bancaires is also involved - therefore looks more 
promising 44.  Originally announced for January 2001 (PWI, 2000), the Ducato-project started in 
late April (PWI, 2001).  The project's self-declared objectives are "to validate the CEPS-related 
technology in a real, international environment, and to demonstrate interoperability, between 
different countries and different e-purse technologies, schemes, brands, clearing systems and 
hardware.  The project will show that CEPS are reliable, ready for implementation and supported by 
industry-leading vendors and financial institutions" (o.c.).  The original partners are Banksys, 
Europay International, Proton World, Sermepa, Sistema 4B, and Visa International.  They were 
joined by Cartes Bancaires in January 2001 45. According to Chris Bourne, Product 
Communication Officer at Proton World International, Phase Zero of the Ducato project is now 
busy and is scheduled to last until December 2001.  Each participant has issued 200 cards and has 
distributed them to members of staff of the other partners.  They then use the 'foreign' cards at 
selected terminals in their headquarters.  In total, three different CEPS-based technologies are used 
46.  In addition to the existing domestic e-purse brands (Proton, Chipknip, etc.), the cards are also 
branded either Clip (Europay International's international e-purse brand) or Visa Cash (Visa's e-
purse brand).  The transactions are cleared through the existing clearing networks for domestic 
transactions, and through either the VisaNet network (for Visa Cash-branded cards) or the EPSNet 
network (for Clip-branded cards) for international transactions (PWI, 2000). 

According to Mr Bourne, the Ducato project is primarily a technical test to see whether CEPS 
works, and whether VisaNet and EPSNet can handle the clearing.  So far, no technical problems 
have been encountered.  The original press release announcing the (then nameless) Ducato CEPS 
pilot (PWI, 2000), also made mention of a Phase One that would involve real merchants and 
selected existing e-purse cardholders in Belgium, the Netherlands and Spain.  However, according 

                                                           
42 PSAM stands for Purchase Secure Application Module. 
43 Source: Vanobberghen, W., personal communication, June 17, 2001; emphasis added. 
44 Unless indicated otherwise, the information in the remainder of this section is based on a meeting with Mr Chris 
Bourne, Product Communication Officer at Proton World International, July 5, 2001. 
45 Source: "France to join CEPS test", Card Technology News Bulletin, November 7, 2000; PWI, 2001. 
46 That is: (1) Proton/Chipknip, (2) Sermepa/Visa Cash, and (3) Monedero 4B.  Cartes Bancaires is also participating, 
but not with Moneo cards (which are based on the German Geldkarte), but with Sermepa cards. 
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to Mr Bourne, Phase One has not materialised yet and it is currently not clear what will happen after 
Phase Zero ends in December.  He expects a communication on this matter in December. 

What will happen after both test phases is equally unclear.  Mr Bourne stressed that participation in 
the Ducato pilot is no guarantee for commercial participation afterwards.  Operators are now 
working together to solve the technical details, but after that a number of commercial decisions 
have to be made (Who will accept each other's cards?  How will the cost of a transaction be 
covered?, ...).  He thought the two Spanish schemes are the most likely to become interoperable 
first, but this would thus only be interoperability on a national level.  The Belgian and Dutch 
schemes might be next, but so far there are no concrete plans.  According to Mr Bourne, this is in 
part because the first problem issuers face in the immediate future is the changeover to the euro. 

CEPSCO "expects availability of the first production-ready CEPS-compliant e-purse smart cards by 
spring 2002" and in February of this year Hervé Kergoat of Europay International was quoted 
saying that Clip e-purses would be rolled out "in large quantities in 2002" 47.  However, Mr Bourne 
is considerably less optimistic.  As mentioned, he argues that the first priority for issuers is the 
changeover to the Euro.  Next on the list is the migration to the EMV standards.  Of crucial 
importance here is the 2005 cut-off date for the transfer of risk - a deadline Mr Bourne thinks will 
be met.  He argues that CEPS will only come after EMV because there is little incentive to migrate 
to CEPS (there is no fraud, the volume of cross-border transactions is limited, ...). 

As for cross-border e-purse payments on the Internet, Mr Bourne points out that there is strong 
demand from gambling and pornography websites for an anonymous means of payment with 
immediate finality (in view of the high fraction of disputed credit card payments on these sites).  
This could potentially be a driving force behind the use of e-purses on the Internet.  However, some 
50% of said websites are American and Visa recently confirmed there are no plans yet for a broad 
U.S. rollout of its Visa Cash e-purse 48.  Mr Bourne did agree that the plans by Belgian banks to 
start selling smart card readers to their customers at a reduced price (see footnote 26) might help in 
breaking the chicken-and-egg deadlock for Proton usage on the Internet in Belgium.  However, 
according to Mr Bourne, the Ducato partners currently have no plans to test CEPS on the Internet, 
so Internet usage of Proton cards is likely to remain national for some time. 

Given this, it comes as no surprise that there are no plans for P2P (cross-border) e-purse payment 
over the Internet.  Mr Bourne confirmed that it can be done technically, but he pointed out that the 
failure of Mondex to make any progress in this field does not inspire issuers with confidence. 

Mr Bourne further confirmed that there is no lower limit to a Proton transaction on the Internet - he 
pointed out that during a recent Red Cross campaign in Belgium many people made donations of 
BEF 1 ... - but could not confirm whether a cross-border e-purse payment of that order could be 
handled cost-effectively 49.  During the Ducato project none of the partners is charging the others 
anything.  Hence, Mr Bourne was unable to tell how much Visa and Europay would charge for the 
clearing in a full-scale roll-out.  He did expect, however, that it would be significantly less than for 
credit cards since, unlike in the case of credit cards, no authentication is required as there is no 
doubt whether the funds are available. 

                                                           
47 Sources: Quan, M., "E-purse body pushes toward global specification", Electronics Times, May 23, 2001 
<http://www.electronicstimes.com/story/OEG20010523S0079> and Copin, Ch., "An interview with Hervé Kergoat 
from Europay International", February 6, 2001 <http://cardshow.com/>. 
48 Source: Quan, M., "E-purse body pushes toward global specification", Electronics Times, May 23, 2001 
<http://www.electronicstimes.com/story/OEG20010523S0079>. 
49 If not, it would have to be subsidized in one way or another. 
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1.3 Loading of money onto credit-card accounts 50 

As noted in the introduction, Europay International together with MasterCard International recently 
announced a new service - called 'MasterCard Payment/Deposit Transaction Service' - that allows 
credit cardholders to make P2P-payments via e-mail, even cross-border (Europay, 2001). 

The new service works as follows: (1) The person wanting to send money (the payer) signs up for 
the service at the website of one of the Payment Service Providers (PSPs).  This PSP can be one of 
the Europay Member Issuing banks, but existing P2P payment providers such as PayPal can also 
participate 51.  Europay International itself has no intention of becoming a PSP since it is an 
association that provides services on behalf of financial institutions.  (2) The payer requests the PSP 
to send a certain amount of money to the payee.  This is done by filling out a form on the website of 
the PSP.  The payer has to specify - in the appropriate fields - the amount and currency to be 
transferred along with the e-mail address of the person to receive the money and any message for 
him.  The payer also has to indicate which credit card she wants to use (credit card numbers have to 
introduced only once, during the signing up process).  Upon completion of the form, the payer 
receives confirmation together with a transaction number 52.  Europay does not impose upper or 
lower limits to the transaction amount.  Acquirers and PSPs may establish minimum and maximum 
transaction amounts at their discretion 53.  (3) The PSP notifies the payee by e-mail that someone 
has sent him money.  (4) The payee can then go to the website of the PSP to collect his money at 
any time.  If he has not already signed up, he will have to do so first.  The money is subsequently 
credited to his Eurocard-Mastercard.  If the PSP and the payee are located in the same country, the 
payee can also request to be sent a personal cheque or to have the money credited to his bank 
account.  Note that in the current version, only credit cards can be used, but in a later stage debit 
cards could be incorporated into the system. 

The opposite procedure - that is, requesting money from someone via e-mail - is also possible. The 
scheme can thus be used for bill payment.  Since April 2001 the service is in pilot phase. It is 
expected to be technically ready by the end of the year. The pilot is scheduled to last until early 
2002, when the service will be made commercially available.  So far, 5 requests for participation in 
the pilot have been received - 2 from the EU, and 3 from the US.  4 of the 5 participants are banks. 

Let us now look at some of the characteristics of the scheme in more detail: 

(1) Convenience for consumers 

The main selling point here is that consumers do not have to go to the bank. [Note that speed is 
discussed under a separate heading.] Consumers can send the payment instructions from the 
                                                           
50 Unless indicated otherwise, the information in this section is based on a meeting with Ms Sophie Renaud, Product 
Manager at Europay International, June 2001. 
51 In this respect, it is interesting to refer to a recent news article entitled "P2P payment firms need Visa-like network" 
that emphasizes the need for standardisation.  As Ms Renaud of Europay International notes in a presentation, "there are 
currently more than 20 merchants/service providers on the Internet offering this sort of funds transfer solution". Celent 
analyst Gwenn Bezard notes that "when it comes to payments, it's not convenient to have several systems.  Today, a 
PayPal user can't send money to a c2it user; there's no standard among the systems. That makes it difficult for any bank 
to succeed individually.  They'll have to set up a consortium like Visa to establish standards as well as a new company 
to handle payments, and that will be difficult.  If they don't, I'm betting on PayPal". In a similar vein, Jupiter analyst 
James Van Dyke comments, "consumers are ready – what we need now is a Visa-like network from a name they trust".  
(Sources: "P2P payment firms need Visa-like network", epaynews.com, June 19, 2001 <http://www.epaynews.com/>; 
Rosen, Ch., "The e-buck stops here", Information Week, June 2, 2001 <http://www.informationweek.com/>).  It will 
thus be interesting to watch what role the credit card networks can play in this field. 
52 Note that the confirmation also contains a date at which the transaction expires.  If due to problems the transaction 
cannot be completed before that date, it is cancelled. 
53 Note that it is the PSP, not Europay, who is liable for fraud. 
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comfort of their home or office.  On the other hand, not everyone has an Internet connection (or a 
credit card, for that matter). 

Consumers can also track payments on the website of the PSP and check their status.  The credit 
card statement functions as proof of payment. 

One of the eligibility criteria for PSPs used by Europay International will be the user-friendliness of 
the website.  Given the global nature of the service, PSPs will have to make available their website 
in several languages. 

A disadvantage of (the current version of) the service seems to be that the payee can only have the 
money credited to his bank account if the PSP and the payee are located in the same country.  If not, 
the only option for the payee is to have the money credited to his credit card account.  He can 
withdraw money at ATMs by means of his credit card but fees for such withdrawals are higher than 
for debit card withdrawals.  However, according to Ms Renaud Europay International is looking at 
possibilities to make withdrawals to a bank account possible in all cases. 

(2) Speed 

According to Ms Renaud, a transaction will normally take 1 or 2 days, and maximum 4 days.  
Under the rules imposed by Europay International for the new service, "clearing must follow 
authorisation the same or the following day".  Asked why transactions could not be almost 
instantaneous, Ms Renaud pointed out that, for reasons or risk, the acquirer (the bank of the PSP) 
must have collected funds on deposit before submitting a payment transaction into interchange 54.  
Payment transactions are irrevocable, meaning that neither the PSP nor the acquirer may reverse a 
transaction.  The only exception concerns 'clerical errors', which may be corrected by the acquirer 
within three calendar days 55. 

(3) Fees 

In principle the sender/payer pays the fees.  However, Europay International has left open the 
possibility for PSPs to impose fees on the recipient/payee.   

The level of the fees will be determined by the PSPs and is therefore difficult to predict at this point.  
However, Ms Renaud pointed out that for a credit card transaction of EUR 100 the merchant today 
typically ends up paying EUR 1-2 and the cardholder EUR 0-2 (either in the form of a transaction 
fee, if any, or an annual fee).  Obviously, in P2P payments there is no merchant.  Therefore, if one 
adds up the fees for merchants and cardholders, a tentative range for the fees charged to the payer 
(and/or the payee) for credit-card based P2P payments is EUR 0-4. 

In this respect, it is interesting to inspect the fee schedule of PayPal in the U.S. 56.  PayPal's service 
is free to senders: it is always free to send money.  PayPal also does not charge for adding funds to a 
PayPal account or for withdrawals from a PayPal account to a U.S. bank account 57.  PayPal 

                                                           
54 The funds remain in a temporary account in case the transaction is cancelled. 
55 Note that at that time the funds may already be with the issuer (the bank of the payee). 
56 Sources: PayPal, "Fees for U.S. Accounts" <http://www.paypal.com>, last visited on June 29, 2001; PayPal, "Terms 
of Use" <http://www.paypal.com>, last visited on June 29, 2001. 
57 Note that international users in a number of countries (such as France, Germany, the Netherlands, and the UK) may 
register their local bank accounts with PayPal and may then withdraw funds from their PayPal accounts into their local 
bank accounts.  However, "international customers outside of those countries who do not have a US bank account will 
not be able to withdraw funds from the PayPal system, and therefore should accept payments only if they expect to 
spend those funds using PayPal" (Source: PayPal, "Terms of Use" <http://www.paypal.com>, last visited on June 29, 
2001; emphasis added). 
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charges USD 1.50 per check withdrawal.  Holders of a Personal Account also do not pay for 
receiving money.  However, Personal Accounts are limited to receiving USD 100 in credit card 
payments 58. Note that payments funded from the sender's checking account or existing PayPal 
account balance do not count against the recipient's limit.  Only holders of Premier and Business 
Accounts may accept unlimited credit card payments.  They pay a flat 30 cents plus 2.2% to receive 
payments (the same fee applies for international accounts 59).  For a USD 100 payment the fee is 
thus USD 2.50.  In short, depending on the type of account, PayPal fees in the U.S. are in the USD 
0-2.50 range for recipients.  For international accounts, this range is USD 0-2.90 range for senders 
(see footnote 24) and USD 0-2.50 for recipients - not counting the cost of a withdrawal to an 
international bank account (if available).  Suppose, for example, that a Dutch citizen holding an 
international Premier Account receives a payment of USD 100 and immediately withdraws this 
amount to his bank account in the Netherlands.  In this scenario, he would end up paying 0.30 + 
2.2% * 100 + 1.50 = USD 4.00 in fees to PayPal (which is equivalent to 4%), not taking into 
account any fees levied by his local bank.  This shows why a company like PayPal might benefit 
from becoming a PSP in the new Europay/MasterCard service since this should allow foreign 
citizens to receive funds as a credit on their credit card account at a lower cost.  Moreover, unlike 
PayPal balances, these funds could then also be spent in the real world. 

It must also be stressed that in the new service proposed by Europay the sending transaction 60 is 
currently considered to be a card-not-present transaction so that the fees Europay asks from PSPs 
are comparable to the fees for e-tailers.  In the future, once smart card readers become more 
commonplace 61 there should thus be room to lower the fees. 

(4) Security 

The PSP is liable to fraud.  In the current version of the service, access to the PSP website is 
protected by means of a PIN or password.  In the future, once credit cards come with chips and once 
smart card readers have become more commonplace, security will rely on the chip in the card.  It is 
the PSP who checks the e-mail address of the payee and it is up to the acquirer to verify the 

                                                                                                                                                                                                 
Even for international accounts, withdrawals to a U.S. bank account are free.  Withdrawals to an international bank 
account cost USD 1.50 (with a USD 25 minimum withdrawal), except for Canadian bank accounts for which the charge 
is only 55 cents (Source: PayPal, "Fees for International Accounts" <http://www.paypal.com>, last visited on July 5, 
2001). 
58 Payments funded wholly or partially by a credit card are classified as credit card payments in the PayPal system. 
59 However, whereas sending funds from a PayPal balance is free (just like for U.S. accounts), sending funds from a 
non-PayPal balance is not.  The charges are 2.6% plus 30 cents (Source: PayPal, "Fees for International Accounts" 
<http://www.paypal.com>, last visited on July 5, 2001). 
60 See the left part of the slides depicting the transaction flow in the Appendix. 
61 Interestingly, a recent news bulletin reports that Banksys, the EFTPOS operator and merchant acquirer, has ordered 
120,000 smart card readers from French terminal manufacturer Ingenico S.A. for its banxafe project.  banxafe is a 
server-based wallet that can comprise a Bancontact/Mister Cash card (the local debit card), a Proton card (the local e-
purse), and a VISA or Eurocard-MasterCard in 3D-SET-mode.  The application allows "end-to-end SET (Secure 
Electronic Transaction) transactions from the customer, through the Banksys infrastructure, to the merchant". The debit 
card's digital certificate is used to authenticate and identify the user to the system.  [Note that chip-based debit card are 
standard in Belgium.]  Banksys guarantees payment to the merchant when consumers use the banxafe service.  Banksys 
will sell the readers to Belgian banks, which will resell them to customers at about USD 14 each (which is significantly 
lower than current prices for a C-ZAM/PC), according to a Banksys spokesperson.  So far Banksys has resold 100,000 
smart card readers to Belgian banks.  Banksys plans to launch banxafe in September with all 18 of Belgium's banks, 
says the spokesperson (Source: "Banksys orders smart card readers for Internet shopping pilot", Card Technology News 
Bulletin, June 28, 2001 <http://www.ct-ctst.com/>. More information on banxafe can be found at 
<http://www.banxsafe.com>. 
According to Ms Renaud of Europay International, banxafe is an example of a scheme that could be incorporated into 
the 'MasterCard Payment/Deposit Transaction Service'.  And in our understanding, fees could be significantly lower due 
to the fact that banxafe payments would be 'card-present' payments. 
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correctness of the data since it is the acquirer who has to initiate the second part of the transaction 
flow, the 'receiving transaction'. 

It can also be noted that the possibility is left open for the PSP to let the payer ask a 'secret question' 
to the payee when filling in the form.  That is, a question to which only the payee is supposed to 
know the answer; for example: What is the name of your dog? 62 

1.4 Evaluation of proposed solutions 

The following Table summarises a number of key elements concerning the two options that were 
scrutinised.  Given the unclear time frame for the e-purse option, the evaluation of the cost-
effectiveness concentrates on the credit card option. 

Table 9 

                                                           
62 The payer obviously also has to type in the 'secret answer' when filling out the form. 
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In view of what is set out in the first part of this report, it is clear that the cost-effectiveness of the 
proposed solutions will depend to a large extent on the degree of straight-through processing (STP) 
that they will allow to achieve.  As Leinonen points out, the ultimate "aim should be to design a 
completely electronic process straight through the system, where each phase is automatically linked 
to the next one" (2000, p. 7).  Typically, there are four 'legs' in a complete payment circle: 
(1) beneficiary-to-payer, (2) payer-to-bank, (3) bank-to-bank, and (4) bank-to-beneficiary (o.c., p. 
11-12).  Interestingly, the study by Amati has shown that "most of the costs involved in routing 
payment instructions arise from the collection and correction of data required by banks from the 
customer in order to be able to initialise the process.  This stage, in all countries, accounts for 
approximately 50% of the total costs charged finally for the transaction" (Amati, 2000, p. 55). 

Given the current state of the project, it is difficult to gauge the cost-effectiveness of the new 
'MasterCard Payment/Deposit Transaction Service' in detail, but compared to traditional CBTs, the 
international and standardised nature of the credit card networks is clearly an advantage where leg 
(3) is concerned.  Moreover, as described, the new Europay service also makes use of the Internet 
for certain parts of the payment circle, and the Internet is a standardised, open network.  Where 
error correction is concerned, credit card based payments have the advantage that the sender does 
not have to introduce the bank account number of the recipient, only his e-mail address and the 
amount.  This seems to limit the room for errors.  And if errors do happen (an e-mail bounces 
because of a typo or because the address is no longer valid, ...), there should in many cases be 
efficient - that is, automated - ways of handling them. 

On the other hand, both PayPal and the new Europay service have problems when it comes to leg 
(4).  If the recipient is content with keeping the funds in, respectively, his PayPal account or his 
credit card account, the schemes should be able to handle a cross-border transaction efficiently.  
However, withdrawals to international bank accounts seem to pose problems as the schemes then 
have to link with the 'traditional' banking networks: either the option is not available or the fees 
charged are significantly higher. 

In short, of the two options scrutinised, the credit card option is the more promising - that is, from a 
pragmatic point of view, not necessarily from a technological point of view.  It will be available in 
the short run and over time the use of chip-based cards should make it possible to bring down the 
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charges even further. Of course, everything depends on the uptake of the new service by 
cardholders (and PSPs). 
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CHAPTER III Legal Framework for CBCTs 

1. European Commission Communication. "Europe could play an ace: the new payment 
cards". COM (86) 754 final of 12/01/1987. 

This document is not available jet for  this  draft- final study  

2. Commission Recommendation 87/598/EEC of 8 December 1987 on a European Code of 
Conduct relating to electronic payment (Relations between financial institutions, traders and 
service establishments, and consumers) . Official Journal L 365 , 24/12/1987 p.72 -76 

a) The Code sets out the conditions which should be fulfilled if the new, electronic means of 
payment are to be developed for the benefit of all economic partners and are to afford:  

- for consumers, security and convenience,  
- for traders and issuers, greater security and productivity,  
- for industry in the Community, a leading market.  

b) The principles of fair practice must be observed by all those who bring card payment systems 
into operation or make use of them.  

c) The technological development of electronic means of payment should have an eye to their 
European dimension: such means must be as widely interoperable as possible, to avoid having 
isolated systems and, hence, a partitioned market 

3. Commission Recommendation 88/590/EEC of 17 November 1988 concerning payment 
systems, and in particular the relationship between cardholder and card issuer. Official 
Journal L 317 , 24/11/1988 p. 55 - 58  

The Commission recommends that not later than 12 months after the date hereof:  

a) Issuers of payment devices and system providers conduct their activities in accordance with the 
provisions contained in the Annex ;  

b) Member States ensure, in order to facilitate the operations referred to in the Annex, that data 
relating to contracting holders may be transmitted, but that the data transmitted shall be kept:  

- to the requisite minimum, and  
- confidential by all persons to whose knowledge they are brought in the course of such operations.  

4. European Commission. Discussion paper: "Making payments in the Internal Market". 
COM (90) 447 final, 26/09/1990. 

This document is not available jet for  this  draft- final study  

5. Commission Recommendation (90/109/EEC) of 14 February 1990 on the transparency of 
banking conditions relating to cross-border financial transaction. Official Journal L 67, 
15/03/1990 p.39 -43 

5.1.This Recommendation calls on financial institutions which undertake cross-border transfers 
to apply the following principles: 

a) information for customers about the costs of CBCTs, 
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b) provision of a statement for the customer indicating the amount of fees and  charges 
applicable to a CBCT and the exchange rate, 

c) completion of transfer and payment orders within short time limits, in order not place cross-
border transfers at a disadvantage, 

d) prompt decisions on complaints concerning the execution of financial transactions or their 
related statements, 

e) establishment of complaint agencies by the Member States 

5.2. Position of the European Parliament: At its sitting of 12 February 1993 Parliament adopted 
a resolution on easier cross-border payments in the internal market which supports the proposals 
made by the  Commission in its working document on cross-border payments and supported the 
introduction of a directive covering the following points:  

a) a requirement for the bank to inform the user of the various means of effecting a cross-border 
payment, 

b) the user's right to bear all charges, thereby excluding double charging, 

c) a period of four working days for the settlement of a cross-border payment, 

d) access to a redress procedure 

5.3. Situation in the Member States: The principles listed above are not applied in full in any 
country. 

6. Proposal for a European Parliament and Council directive on cross-border transfers. COM 
(94) 436 final of 18 November 1994. Official Journal C 360 , 17/12/1994 p.13  

 This Communication sets out the approach that the Commission applies when assessing the 
compatibility of cross-border credit transfer systems with the competition rules of the EC 
Treaty. It replaces the "Principles on competition for credit transfer systems" contains in Annex 
C of the Commission working document of 27 March 1992. A number of measures to improve 
cross-border payments are listed: 

a) The role of payment systems in preparing the transition to the "ECU": the rapid introduction 
of the "ECU", according to article 109 1, par.4 of the Treaty, would be facilitated by making 
appropriate use of electronic media such as electronic credit transfers, cards and purses. These 
payments instruments could make a major contribution to a smooth and publicly acceptance 
changeover to the "ECU", provided that their role is properly taken into account at an early 
stage in the planning process. 

b) Simplification of reporting requirements for Balance Payments statistics: In its previous 
March 1992 working document, the Commission stated that it would work towards a high 
minimum reporting value threshold, which in its view should be at least "ECU" 10.000. The 
possibility of standardising the format for reporting transactions above the threshold would also 
help to simplify these procedures. 

c) Legal framework for cross-border payments: The first phase of the work has consisted of 
establishing an inventory of the legal situation in the areas of payment netting, settlement 
finality and credit transfers in all Member States. The next phase is to explore the potential 
solutions and their consequences: The Commission is conscious of the fact that, to both central 
banks and commercial banks, the reduction of systemic risks in payment systems could make a 
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significant contribution to the efforts being made to improve Europe's payment systems. 
        

d) Linkages between automated clearing houses (ACHs) : In most Member States, Automated 
clearing houses, or systems, process millions of payments every day in a rapid, efficient and 
economical way. The economies of scale are such that the marginal cost of each payment is a 
tiny fraction of the present cost for a typical cross-border payment. The Commission noted in its 
1992 working document the potential benefits which would result from linkages between ACHs 
and stated its support for the efforts being undertaken by a number of banks and ACHs in this 
direction.. Full implementation of such projects has been impeded by what is often claimed to 
be the absence of sufficient volume of cross-border payments and, therefore, the lack of a 
business case: In 1994 a pilot linkage between the Belgian and German ACHs. 

e) Transparency of payments made by means of a payment card: The Commission, in its March 
1992 working document, recognised that the infrastructure for card payment systems was 
already quite satisfactory. The users and the European Credit Sector Associations (ECSAs) 
accepted, that there was room for improvement in the transparency for customers information 
with regard to card payment instruments.  

f) Pre-paid cards (electronic purses) : the scope for using pre-paid instruments for low value 
cross-border payments is of potential importance. On the one hand, a pre-paid card can be 
loaded with any currency including the "ECU", on the other hand, the pre-paid card may 
provide and extremely convenient and "user friendly" means of adapting the use of the "ECU". 

7. European Commission Green paper on the practical arrangements for the introduction 
of the single currency (COM (1995) 333 final, 31 May 1995) and  European Parliament 
Resolution of 25/10/1995 (Official Journal C 308 20-NOV-95, p. 23-54) 

7.1 The principles of simplicity, flexibility and low cost: success depends on the choice of a 
process which is simple and transparent for the greatest number. This means in particular that 
the changeover in the various means of payment (notes and coins, cheques, cards, transfers, 
payment orders) must take place in an orderly basis, and in a simple way. Flexibility is 
appropriate, for example when it is possible and desirable to allow the free play of competition 
and the market, in  particular as regards the services which banks will offer their private 
customers before the general changeover: 

7.2 Role of the payments systems sector: Today, the natural frontier of the payment system 
industry is that of the national currencies, because payment instruments by nature are essentially 
national. The creation of the single currency, by eliminating these frontiers will:  

- modify national approaches in the direction of establishing European means of payments 
within the monetary union,  

- lead to a progressive increase in cross-border flows, the volume of which will remain 
relatively low compared with domestic markets,  

- improve the interoperability of European payment systems which today are heterogeneous. 

7.3 EP opinion 1st reading: the European Parliament adopted the report  A4-0238/1995 by MEP 
Mrs Christa RANDZIO-PLATH (PSE,D) on the practical arrangements for the introduction of 
the single currency. Having stated that monetary union contributed to the development and 
prosperity of the European Union, the report opened by stressing that there was a risk of 
breaking up the internal market if monetary union was postponed or challenged. It welcomed 
the Commission initiative in its Green Paper and called for the Madrid summit in December 
1995 to take a clear, overall decision on the timetable and reference values for the changeover to 
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stage 3. It stressed the need to avoid any change to the timetable set out in the Treaty on 
European Union, maintaining its position (1997 at the earliest or 1999 at the latest) and warning 
the national authorities against delaying on the grounds of failure to assess the technical or legal 
problems properly in order to justify postponing Monetary Union. It then went on to examine all 
aspects of the changeover to the single currency: 

- Public acceptance: the changeover needed to be simple and transparent if monetary union was 
to gain public acceptance. Prices, salaries and invoices would therefore need to be quoted in 
both currencies (national currency and "ECUS") during stage 2; this would also prevent any 
underhand price increases. An information campaign at EU level entitled "One Europe- One 
Currency" needed to be organised, starting in 1996. Round tables involving all operators should 
be organised at various levels in order to address the problems and find acceptable solutions. 

- Transparency of the preparatory process set in motion by the Commission: Parliament asked to 
be fully involved in preparations in order to gain public and market confidence. 

- Scenario and countries participating in monetary union: the "critical mass" scenario (i.e. a 
significant proportion of transactions in the single currency) was the only planned scenario 
which was compatible with the Treaty and technically feasible. Measures were needed which 
would allow the maximum number of states to join and which would help guarantee strict 
compliance with the convergence criteria and encourage job-creating growth. Strict compliance 
with the criteria by the maximum number of states was the best way of preventing any schism 
within the European Union. On the contrary, compliance with criteria should strengthen 
integration. The transition scenario needed to be clear, accurate, efficient, cheap, irreversible 
and designed so that  the public could understand how to calculate conversions and speculative 
disruptions were avoided. 

- Timing: the single currency needed to be introduced in three stages but this transition needed 
to be limited in time. Stage 1 would commence on 1 January1998, so that stage 2 (European 
System of Central Banks) could start by 1January 1999 at the latest. Stage 2 should last a 
maximum of two years, with conversion rates set irrevocably and the "ECU" becoming legal 
tender as of 1January 1999. Stage 3 should be reduced to the minimum needed to change over 
currency signs on equipment and should take no more than a few weeks (with longer periods of 
2 to 3 months allowed for certain specific groups). 

- Technical arrangements: a regulation on the single currency ("monetary law")needed to be 
drawn up in advance and all the necessary legal and technical measures needed to be adopted 
promptly. Parliament called for a regulation defining the status of the single currency (in 
relation to national currencies), introducing the "ECU" as the currency of the Member States 
and the Union and as legal tender and defining the legal status of national currencies. The 
Madrid summit needed to decide on the name for the single currency (which would be the same 
in all countries). The currency should have a uniform appearance and technical preparations 
needed to be speeded up. The name given to the European Single Currency is Euro. 

- Links between "ins" and "pre-ins": Parliament was in favour of maintaining the EMS, using 
the single currency as a reference point, with the countries which would not be participating in 
EMU from the outset. Mechanisms should be introduced to prevent unilateral revaluation and 
devaluation within the framework of defined fluctuation margins, suitably amend intervention 
mechanisms and thus help to prepare and support participation by all the Member States of the 
European Union at a later date. 
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- IGC: the 1996 intergovernmental conference needed to focus on tightening links within the 
Union, maintaining the equilibrium between monetary union and economic union and 
developing new political instruments and institutional structures which would safeguard this 
equilibrium in the long term. 

8. SEC (95) 1403 final of 19 September 1995 : ‘’Notice on the application of the EC 
competition rules to cross-border credit transfers’’, 

This document is not available jet for  this  draft- final study  

9. Directive 97/5/CE of the European Parliament and the Council of 27 January 1997 on 
Cross-border credit transfers. Official Journal L 43 14/02/97, p.25-31. 

9.1. The codecision procedure in the European Parliament      

- A report by MEP K.PEIJS is tabled at the European Parliament on 20 April 1995. 

- EP opinion 1st reading is given on 19 May 1995       

- Recommendation for a second reading is tabled at the EP on 12 February 1996 

-EP decision for 2nd reading of 12 February 1996       

- Recommendation for 3rd reading tabled on 19 December 1996     

- EP codecision, 3rd reading on 16 February 1997       

- Adoption of final act on 27 January 1997, Directive 97/5/EC 

9.2. Content of the Directive: The Directive applies to cross-border transfers in the currencies 
of the Member States and in "Ecus" up to 50.000. Its main provisions as:   

a) prior information to customers on conditions for cross-border credit transfers and 
information subsequently on the execution and receipt of a transfer;     

b) the time limits within which the originator's institution and the beneficiary's institution are 
required to complete the transfer (five and one banking business day respectively), subject to 
payment of compensation;       

c) the obligation to execute the transfer in accordance with the instructions 
appearing on the order, in particular as regards the allocation of costs; 

d) in the event of non-execution of a cross-border transfer the obligation to reimburse up to 
ECU 12 500 the total sum together with interest and the charges, in principle within 14 banking 
business days.         

e) the institutions participating in the execution of a cross-border credit transfer will be released 
from their obligations in the event of "force majeure";      

f) lastly, the Member States must ensure that there are adequate and effective complaints and 
redress procedures for the settlement of any disputes. 

g) two years after its implementation the Commission shall submit to the Council a report on its 
application. The Directive was implemented in all Members States in 1999. The European 
Commission is finalising much a report by the time this study is written (July 2001). 

9.3. Application: This Directive entered into force on 14 February 1997 and the deadline for 
transposition was 14 August 1999. The situation today is such that all members States have 
transposed directive 97/9/CE in different ways. The Commission is preparing a regulation due to be 
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segued by the end of July 2001. Such regulation will aim at considering European internal cross-
border credit transfers as domestic national transfers on the basic of European Single Market and 
free movement of capitals within the European Union. 

9.4. Further Comments : The Cross-Border Credit Transfer Directive of 199563 does already 
provide a legal base for correcting some of the inefficiencies which affect retail payments: 
improving the transparency of information and charges for the customer; setting a time limit for 
settlement of payment orders; and stimulating the reduction of charges through competition. The 
Commission will shortly be proposing a revision of the minimum exemption threshold for balance-
of-payments statistics, below which payments do not need to be reported. It will also be examining, 
in co-operation with the European System of Central Banks, the various proposals for 
improvements advanced by the banking sector. 

Cross-border wholesale payments can now be performed nearly as cheaply and quickly as they can 
domestically; yet retail cross-border transactions are less reliable than domestic ones due to the lack 
of common or homogeneous infrastructures. The Financial Markets Action Plan64 and the Cross-
border Credit Transfers Directive65 already provide a legal basis to improve client’s information 
transparency66, establish transfer timing deadlines67 and invoicing procedures68, and act therefore as 
a blueprint for the restructuring process of the credit system in all Member States, even if not all 
Member States have as yet adopted the legislation69.  

10. Directive 97/7/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council of 20 May 1997 on the 
protection of consumers in respect of distance contracts. Official Journal L 144 , 04/06/1997 p. 
19 -27. 

10.1. Substance: the directive covers distance contracts for all goods and services except for 
contracts 

10.2. The essential elements of the directive are as follows: 

a) prior information to the consumer: prior to the conclusion of any distance contract the consumer 
must be provided with the following information; 

b) written confirmation of information: the consumer must receive written confirmation or 
confirmation in another durable medium of the information needed for the smooth operation of the 
contract 

c) right of withdrawal: for any distance contract the consumer shall have a period of seven working 
days in which to withdraw from the contract without penalty and without giving any reason. In this 
case the supplier is obliged to reimburse (within 30 days) the sums paid by the consumer free of 

                                                           
63  95/5/EC 
64 “Financial Services: Implementing the Framework for Financial Markets: Action Plan”, COM(1999)232, 
11.05.99. 
65 Cross-border credit transfers Directive (97/5/EC) of the European Parliament and the Council of 27 January 
1997 entered into force on the 14th August 1999. 
66 Full transparency before and after the transfer. Indication in writing of the time delay of accreditation in the 
beneficiary’s account, the calculation basis and total amount of charges, redress procedures information and 
reference identification number of the transfer.  
67 Accreditation within six working days unless different agreement. 
68 No unauthorised double charging and a reimbursement ceiling of 12,500 ECU for lost transfers. 
69 Italy has still to do so. 
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charge. The only charge that may be made to the consumer because of the exercise of his right of 
withdrawal is the direct cost of returning the goods. 

d) performance: unless the parties have agreed otherwise, the supplier must execute the order within 
30 days from the day on which the order was given. Where there is failure to execute the contract 
because the goods or services are unavailable, the consumer must be informed of this situation and 
must be able to obtain a refund within 30 days. The prior agreement of the consumer may be 
necessary before the supply of a substitute product 

e) payment by card: the directive requires the Member States to take measures to ensure that the 
consumer can request cancellation of a payment where fraudulent use has been made of his 
payment card and that he will be re-credited with the sums paid in the event of fraudulent use; 

f) inertia selling: Member States must prohibit the supply of goods or services to a consumer 
without their being ordered by the consumer before hand where such supply involves a demand for 
payment; 

g) judicial or administrative redress: the directive requires Member States to ensure that adequate 
and effective means exist to ensure compliance with the directive. These means shall include the 
possibility for certain bodies to take action before the courts or the competent administrative bodies 
(public bodies, consumer organisations, professional organisations having a legitimate interest in 
acting). 

10.3.European Parliament Recommendation for 3rd reading tabled :In adopting the report A4-
0009/1997 by MEP Mrs Ria OOMEN-RUIJTEN (PPE, NL), Parliament approved the joint text for 
a Directive designed to give the consumer better protection against the possible abuses of distance 
contracts 

10.4. European Parliament codecision, 3rd reading. Resolution of 16/01/1997. Official Journal C 33 
03-FEB-97, p. 58 -76. 

11. Commission Recommendation 97/489/EC of 30 July 1997 concerning transactions by 
electronic payment instruments and in particular the relationship between issuer and holder. 

Official Journal L 208 , 02/08/1997 p. 52 - 58 

a) This recommendation covers transactions effected by electronic payment instruments and  
include instruments allowing for (remote) access to a customer's account, notably payment cards 
and phone- and home-banking applications. 

b). For the purposes of this recommendation, means of payment instruments also include reload 
able electronic money instruments in the form of stored-value cards and electronic tokens stored on 
network computer memory;  

c). This recommendation is intended to contribute to the advent of the information society and, in 
particular, electronic commerce by promoting customer confidence in and retailer acceptance of 
these instruments. 

d). The Commission will also consider the possibility of modernising and updating its 
recommendation 87/598/EEC, with a view to establishing a clear framework for the relationship 
between acquirers and acceptors in respect of electronic payment instruments. 

e) In line with those objectives, this recommendation sets out minimum information requirements 
which should be contained in the terms and conditions applied to transactions made by electronic 
payment instruments, as well as the minimum obligations and liabilities of the parties concerned. 
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f) Such terms and conditions should be set out in writing, including where appropriate by electronic 
means, and maintain a fair balance between the interests of the parties concerned. 

 

g) With a view to ensuring transparency, this recommendation sets out the minimum requirements 
needed to ensure an adequate level of customer information upon conclusion of a contract as well as 
subsequent to transactions effected by means of a payment instrument, including information on 
charges, exchange rates and interest rates. 

h) To improve customer's access to redress, this recommendation calls on Member States to ensure 
that there are adequate and effective means for the settlement of disputes between a holder and an 
issuer; whereas the Commission published on 14 February 1996 a plan of action on consumer 
access to justice and the settlement of consumer disputes in the internal market; whereas that plan of 
action includes specific initiatives to promote out-of-court procedures. 

i)Without prejudice to any rights of a holder under national law, payment instructions given by a 
holder in respect of transactions effected by means of an electronic payment instrument should be 
irrevocable, except if the amount was not determined when the order was given. 

12. Council Regulation (EC) No 974/98 of 3 May 1998 on the introduction of the Euro. Official 
Journal L 139 , 11/05/1998 p. 1 - 5 

12.1. Objective: adoption of provisions laying down the legal framework for the use of the Euro. 

12.2. Substance: the main elements of the Regulation are as follows: 

a) replacement of the currencies of the Member States participating in Monetary Union with the 
Euro: 

- as from 01/01/1999, the currency of the participating Member States will be the Euro. The 
currency unit will be one Euro. One Euro will be divided into one hundred cent; 

- the Euro will be substituted for the currency of each participating Member State at the conversion 
rate; 

- the Euro will be the unit of account of the European Central Bank and the central banks of the 
participating Member States. 

b) transitional provisions applicable during the period from 01/01/1999 to31/12/2001: the 
Regulation lays down that during the period when bank notes and coins denominated in Euro are 
not yet in circulation, there will be a legally binding equivalence between the Euro and national 
currency units. It guarantees that private economic operators will be able to use the Euro during the 
transitional period if they so wish, but that this will not be compulsory. Thus, during the transitional 
period, contracts, national laws and other legal instruments may be drawn up in Euro or national 
currency. 

c) Euro bank notes and coins: the Regulation lays down the procedure for replacing national coins 
and bank notes with coins and bank notes denominated in Euro at the end of the transition to the 
single currency. As from 01/01/2002, the ECB and the central banks of the participating Member 
States will issue bank notes and coins denominated in Euro. Bank notes and coins denominated in 
national currency will cease to be legal tender, at the latest, six months after the expiry of the 
transitional period (01/07/2002), although this period may be shortened by national law. 

12.3. Entry into force: 01/01/1999. 
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12.4. European vote 1st reading (28/11/1996) : In adopting the report A4-0375/1996  by MEP 
Fernand HERMAN (PPE, B), Parliament proposed certain clarifications designed to strengthen 
legal security concerning transition to the Euro, inter alia: 

- any creditor holding an account denominated in Euro shall be presumed to accept that his debtor 
may discharge his debt in Euro, unless he has expressly excluded this possibility; 

- no exchange-rate risk shall be deemed to exist between the Euro and the national currencies of the 
participating Member States or between the latter's national currencies; 

- routine conversion of national currencies of participating countries into and out of Euro shall be 
free of costs and charges; 

- bonds, government securities and deposit certificates with terms longer than three years issued 
after 1 January 1999 shall be denominated in Euro. 

Parliament rejected the amendments concerning double pricing. However, it called on the Member 
States to take all appropriate measures to ensure that during the critical period of the introduction of 
the Euro as legal tender, pricing in Euro cannot mislead consumers as to the real value of the goods 
or services they purchase. 

13. European Parliament Resolution of 13 September 1998 on the euro and the consumer. 
INI/1997/2215. Official Journal C 34 02-FEB-98, p. 15 -38.  

13.1 European Parliament vote 1st reading (13/01/1998) 

In adopting the report A4-0415/1997 by MEP Mr Fernando PEREZ ROYO (PSE, E), the European 
Parliament took the view that the introduction of the Euro would primarily have positive results 
from the point of view of consumers:- the Euro would facilitate comparisons of the prices of goods 
and services in the various Member States, which would encourage cross-border purchases, mail 
order sales and price reductions due to stronger competition;- consumers making purchases or 
travelling within Europe would cease to incur exchange rate risks and other risks arising from 
fluctuations;- a sound monetary policy would allow interest rates to fall, with the result that 
borrowers, including mortgage borrowers, would have lower rates to pay. Parliament stressed the 
importance of taking the opportunity during the transition period beginning on 01/01/1999 to 
encourage consumers to get used to the Euro both as a unit of measurement for prices and incomes 
and as a means of payment (cheques, credit cards, etc), without the use of the Euro resulting in extra 
costs. Parliament pointed to the need for training, education and information measures relating to 
the Euro, but it assigned equal importance to the introduction of the Euro in the main areas of 
economic life from the beginning of 1999.  

Major services suppliers (electricity, water, gas, telephone) and banks were called upon to use 
national currencies and the Euro in parallel for their invoices and accounts, as should enterprises in 
the salary statements issued to their staff. As regards the costs arising from the introduction of the 
Euro, Parliament called on the Commission to submit a proposal for a Regulation enshrining the 
principle that conversion of national coins and bank notes into Euro should be free of charge to the 
public. Parliament called on the Commission to draw up a proposal for a Regulation banning banks 
from making their customers pay for conversion of their accounts or for payments.  

13.2 Decision of Committee responsible (26/11/1997) 

 The Committee concludes that the introduction of the Euro will have mostly positive effects for 
consumers. The Committee notes that consumers will benefit from lower prices on goods and 
services through increased competition as a result of price transparency between Member States. 
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Consumers buying and travelling in Europe will also benefit as exchange risks and costs disappear, 
and lower interest rates as a result of a sound Euro monetary policy will reduce costs of mortgages 
and loans, the Committee believes. To prepare consumers for the introduction of the Euro, the 
Committee calls for a range of measures to help shoppers become familiar with the Euro as a unit of 
measure in relation to prices and incomes during the transitional phase. While stressing the need for 
education and information initiatives, the  Committee considers it equally important to  introduce 
the Euro in the main aspects of economic life already from 1 January 1999.  

Big service providers and banks are encouraged to use both national currencies and Euro in their 
bills and statements as are enterprises with regard to the salary slips of their employees. To make 
people used to "thinking" in Euro, the Committee also considers it necessary for dual pricing to be 
introduced in the retail sector as soon as stage three begins. Should such optional dual pricing prove 
insufficient, the Commission is called upon to put forward a proposal for a directive on dual pricing 
for an appropriate period before and after the introduction of notes and coins As for the costs of the 
introduction of the Euro, the Committee recognises that it is not possible to establish a compulsory 
rule on who will have to pay for these costs, but that measures should be taken to keep conversion 
costs at a minimum level in the transitional period. Public authorities in the Member States are 
therefore called upon monitor the change-over and provide the public with information on the real 
extra costs for the introduction of the Euro thereby ensuring competition between suppliers and 
preventing possible abuses in the form of unjustified price increases. Finally, the Commission is 
called upon to put forward a proposal for a regulation laying down the principle that national bank 
notes and coins are to be converted into Euro notes and coins free of charge for citizens. 

14. European Parliament Resolution of 11 March 1999 on Bank charges following the 
introduction of the Euro. R4-3041 1999. Official Journal C 175 , 21/06/1999 p. 294 

a). One of the major arguments used to convince EU citizens of the benefits of the single currency 
has been the fact that the Euro will reduce costs for travellers and enterprises doing cross-border 
trade, 

b)The elimination of exchange-rate risks between the currencies of Member States participating in 
the Euro zone should result in a reduction of the costs involved in conversion transactions between 
those currencies, 

c) Charges for exchanging Euro area currencies have remained high, as have bank charges for 
cross-border transfers, 

d)  Whereas there is justified concern among economic players, especially consumers and small and 
medium-sized undertakings, which are more vulnerable in short-term commercial transactions, 
particularly in direct relations with European clients, 

e) Parliament has repeatedly insisted that compulsory conversions between national currency and 
the Euro must be free and that charging for any transactions between participating currencies of the 
Euro zone must be completely transparent, 

f) whereas the Commission has established a deadline of 31 March 1999, by which time the 
banking and financial sector must ensure full transparency of bank charges, 

g) In the light of the Commission Recommendation, it was not felt necessary for the banking and 
financial sector to draw up a code of conduct, 

h) Action has been taken by DG IV of the Commission to discover whether there has been collusion 
between banks over Euro transaction charges, 

i) The Directive on cross-border credit transfers has not, as promised, been implemented early by 
the industry. The EP : 
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- Is concerned about the persistent level of bank charges for conversion transactions between 
currencies participating in the Euro zone, including charges for cross-border payments; 
- Urges the Commission to continuously monitor, assess and publish bank fees charged by the 
banking and financial sector, in the light of the provisions of its Recommendation 98/286/EC, for 
transactions covered by that Recommendation; 
- Stresses that these data must take account of changes in the structure of bank charges and must 
allow direct comparisons between conversion costs before and after the introduction of the Euro so 
that transparency can be maximised; 
- Calls on the banking and financial sector to draw up a code of conduct so as to ensure that the 
provisions of the Commission Recommendation are followed; 
- Agrees with the deadline set by the Commission for the banking and financial sector to ensure full 
transparency of bank charges, and the reduction of these charges, both for conversion transactions 
and for cross-border credit transfers; 
- Believes that, failing results by this deadline, binding legislation has to be considered to ensure 
that consumers obtain the full benefits of European monetary union without any further delay; 
- Is concerned that the action by DG IV (Competition)has targeted only a small number of banks 
and urges the Commission to widen the scope of this action; 
- Calls for the Directive on cross-border credit transfers to be implemented by the industry as soon 
as possible and calls on the Commission to be rigorous in monitoring the transposition and 
implementation of this Directive as soon as it officially enters into force; 
- Instructs its President to forward this resolution to the Commission, the Council and the 
governments of the Member States.  

15. Communication from the Commission : "Implementing the framework for financial 
markets: action plan".  COM(99)232 final, 11/05/1999. 

15.1. Purpose : to table a framework for action in order to improve the single market in financial 
services. 

15.2.Content : this action plan, presented at the request of the Vienna European Council 1998, 
consolidates the issues which have emerged from the Commission's communication, as fleshed out 
by the Financial Services Policy Group (FSPG). Essentially, action is envisaged under three 
headings :  

- wholesale markets; 
- retail markets, and  
- sound supervisory structures. 

15.3. EP vote 1st reading (13/04/2000) : The Parliament adopted its resolution based on the report 
A5-0059/2000 by MEP Mr Jose Manuel Garcia-Margallo y Marfil (EPP/ED, Spain) on the 
Financial Markets Action Plan. The main points are as follows: 

- whilst the Parliament agrees with the strategic objectives of the Action Plan, it believes that these 
objectives will not be attained unless the current institutional arrangements are completely 
reformed. It asks for a list of administrative practices which prevent financial services providers 
from benefiting from the single financial market. 

- Parliament asks the Commission to table proposals for legislative harmonisation in order to 
develop integrated securities dealing systems. The necessary guarantees must be laid down to 
protect investors from fraud and mal-administration resulting from the opening up of the financial 
markets. A thorough assessment of legal and fiscal barriers that prevent SME's and corporate 
entities  from reaping the full benefits of the single currency is needed. 
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- The resolution contains proposals on measures concerning the whole sale markets, the retail 
markets, prudential rules and supervision and supplementary measures for an optimal market. 

- On retail markets, it is pointed out that cross-border payments should be made easier and cheaper 
in the interests of consumers. Parliament calls for the development of a payments infrastructure 
which can support secure and low-cost card payments. It characterises the current situation where 
cross-border card payments incur charges which far exceed domestic transfer rates as intolerable. 

- Parliament calls for a Green Paper on the creation of an EU Securities and Exchange Commission 
along the lines of the US-SEC, and a Green Paper on whether the is a need to create a single 
Advisory Forum or financial stability in Europe in order to enhance co-operation among European 
supervisors. 

16. European Central Bank. Report on "improving cross-border retail payment services in 
the Euro area: the Eurosystem's view". September 1999. 

This report set seven objectives that banks were encouraged to achieve by 2002.  

1: Enhanced system(s)/services should be ready by 1 January 2002. 

2: Priority should be given to cross-border credit transfers. 

3: The price of cross-border credit transfers should decrease substantially. 

4: Settlement time should be comparable for domestic and cross-border payments. 

5: For cross-border credit transfers, as a default rule, fees are to be borne by originator of the 
payment only. 

6: Access  to cross-border retail payment systems should be open. 

7: Existing standards should be implemented as soon as possible. 

17. Communication from the Commission to the Council and the European Parliament - 
Retail payments in the internal market. COM(2000) 36 final. ref. COS/2000/2018 

17.1. The codecision procedure in the European Parliament:  

- A report on European Commission's proposal COM(2000)36  of 31 January 2000 is tabled by 
MEP Mrs Karla M.H. PEIJS (EPP/ED, NI) on 11 October 2000. A5-0283/2000, 11/10/200  
PE285.553.  

- The EP opinion is adopted after first reading on 26 October 2000:  177 for, 1 against and 15 
abstentions, the resolution by Mrs K.PEIJS which calls on the Commission to amend the cross-
border credit transfer directive so that a maximum period for retail transfers among Member States 
becomes three day working days and the money back guarantee is increased to EUR 50 000. (Refer 
to the decisions of the Committee responsible) 

17.2 Decision of committee responsible (11/10/2000):  

The committee adopted the report by Karla PEIJS (EPP-ED, NL) on the Commission 
communication on retail payments in the single market. The committee considered it unacceptable 
that transfers between Member States should take far longer than national transactions and 
accordingly called on the Commission to amend the cross-border credit transfer directive so that 
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the maximum period for retail transfers among Member States would become three working days 
and the money-back guarantee would be increased to EUR 50 000. The report also said that for 
Euro zone transfers or credit card payments, the commissions charged should not be calculated as a 
percentage of the sum transferred, given that there was no exchange risk involved. The committee 
believed that the high level of charges for cross-border credit transfers was damaging the 
confidence of consumers in the euro and therefore stressed the need to investigate any 

price fixing in relation to bank charges. 

17.3 Initial Proposal (31/01/2000) 

Purpose: to urge the need for efficient, secure and inexpensive retail payment services in the 
internal market accompanied by the introduction of the Euro. 

Content : this Communication urges the need for efficient, secure and inexpensive retail payment 
services in the internal market accompanied by the introduction of the Euro.  The Commission 
acknowledges that retail payment services and the conditions governing them are important in 
assuring consumer confidence in e-commerce.   

Some issues addressed in this Communication are relevant in that context.  However, the role of 
payment services for the development of e-commerce is not yet covered by this Communication but 
will be dealt with separately. The main focus needs to be on small value credit transfers.  The 
implementation of the Cross-Border Credit Transfers Directive is a major step. Common technical 
standards will also help and banks should commit them selves fully to implement the existing 
standards on international account numbering and payment instructions by 01/01/2002.  The 
Commission will also propose the introduction of a common minimum exemption threshold for 
balance of payment statistics, below which cross-border payments need not be reported, to take 
effect no later than 01/01/2002.However, an improvement in the efficiency of cross-border retail 
credit transfers ultimately depends on establishing efficient cross-border transfer linkages.  Banks or 
groups of banks are invited to put forward proposals by the end of September 2000.   

The Commission will examine them, in co-operation with the ESCB, and will hold an annual 
Round Table in the autumn of 2000 to consider the various options.  The Commission may also 
reconsider further reducing the maximum execution time for cross-border transfers to bring them 
more into line with domestic transfers. The difference between the charges for the cross-border and 
domestic use of payments cards is much less marked than for credit transfers.  Nevertheless, banks 
are strongly encouraged to phase out the differences that remain.  Banks also need to improve the 
information that they give out to customers on general conditions, fees, charges and (non Euro) 
exchange rates.   

The Commission intends to issue a competition notice outlining the scope for, and limits to, 
cooperation among banks on payment cards.  Banks are also strongly encouraged to ensure 
interoperability for electronic means of payment, and in particular that electronic purses can be used 
across borders by 01/01/2002.The difference between the charges for the crosss-border use of 
cheques as opposed to domestic transactions is more marked than those for any other payment 
instrument.   

Banks are urged to consider how to meet the needs of the public for the type of cross-border 
distance payment facility currently met by the Euro-cheque system. The Commission continues to 
be concerned about the level of charges levied on the exchange of the Euro area national bank notes 
across borders, and has asked banks and bureaux de change to publicly display information about 
the level oft heir charges.  The Commission repeats its call to banks to re-examine their charges, 
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particularly for small value transactions. In addition, a new Communication on fraud prevention is 
under preparation. The Commission will monitor the payment of industry's effort to achieve a 
secure environment, and the Communication will also focus on other preventative actions, notably 
the exchange of information, training programmes and educational material. 

18. Directive 2000/46/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council of 18 September 
2000 on the taking up, pursuit of and prudential supervision of the business of electronic 
money institutions. Official Journal L 275 , 27/10/2000, p.39 - 43 

18.1. Purpose: to co-ordinate and harmonise Member States' laws, regulations and administrative 
provisions relating to the taking up, pursuit and prudential supervision of the business of electronic 
money institutions 

18.2. Content: This Directive introduces a technology-neutral legal framework that harmonises the 
prudential supervision of electronic money institutions to the extent necessary for ensuring their 
sound and prudent operation and their financial integrity in particular. The introduction of a 
separate prudential supervisory regime for electronic money institutions is justified and desirable 
because the issuance of electronic money does not constitute in it self, in view of its specific 
character as an electronic surrogate for coins and bank notes, a deposit-taking activity if the 
received funds are immediately exchanged for electronic money. The prudential supervisory 
regime seeks to preserve a level playing field between electronic money and other credit 
institutions issuing electronic money and thus, to ensure fair competition among a wider range of 
institutions to the benefit of bearers. Amongst others, the Directive provides that a bearer of 
electronic money may, during the period of validity, ask the issuer to redeem it at par value in coins 
and bank notes or by a transfer to an account free of charges other than those strictly necessary to 
carry out that operation. The Directive also contains provisions relating to verification of specific 
requirements by the competent authorities and sound and prudent operation. As regards waiver, 
Member States may allow their competent authorities to waive the application of some or all of the 
provisions of this Directive and the application of Directive 2000/12/EC to electronic money 
institutions in certain cases. Finally, electronic money institutions subject to this Directive which 
have commenced their activity in accordance with the provisions in force in the Member States in 
which they have their head office before the date of entry into force of this Directive (or an earlier 
date)shall be presumed to be authorised. 

18.3 Entry into force: 27/10/2000 

18.4. Deadline for transposition: 27/04/2002. 

18.5. European Parliament 2nd reading (11/04/2000) : In adopting the report A5-0080/2000 by 
MEP Mrs. Piia-Noora KAUPPI (EPP-ED, S), the European Parliament approves the legislative 
resolution on the Council's common position for adopting a European Parliament and Council 
Directive on the taking up, the pursuit and the prudential supervision of the business of electronic 
money institutions.  

19. Proposal for a Council Regulation on the implementation articles 81 and 82 of the treaty 
(amend. regul. 1017/68, 2988/74, 4056/86, 3975/87/EEC). COM(2000) 582 final of 27 
September 2000.  Official Journal C 365 E , 19/12/2000 p. 284 - 296 

19.1 Purpose: To present a proposal on the implementation of the rules on competition laid down in 
Articles 81 and 82 of the Treaty and amending Regulations 1017/68/EEC, 2988/74/EEC, 
4056/86/EEC and 3975/87/EC ("Regulation implementing Articles 81 and 82 of the Treaty"). 
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19.2 Content: The current Community rules regulating competition are no longer suited to an 
enlarged Community for a number of different reasons. Against this background, the subject of the 
proposal is the reform of the implementing regulations for Article 81 and 82 of the EC Treaty, i.e. 
Regulation No. 17 and the corresponding transport regulations. It is proposed to create a new 
enforcement system referred to as a "directly applicable exception system". In such a system, both 
the prohibition rules set out in Article 81(1) and the exception rules contained in Article 81(3) can 
be directly applied by not only the Commission but also national courts and national competition 
authorities. Agreements are legal or void depending on whether they satisfy the conditions of 
Article 81(3). No authorisation decision is required for enforcing agreements complying with 
Article 81(3).The characteristics of the proposed system are the following:- more efficient 
protection of competition;- refocusing the Commission's action;- increased powers of investigation 
for the Commission;- more level playing field;- more application of Community competition law;- 
consistent application of Community competition law;- an adequate level of legal certainty for 
companies and a reduction of bureaucracy. In conclusion, the Commission's proposal for a Council 
Regulation is fully inline with the principles of subsidiary and proportionality. 

19.3 Position of the European Parliament  

MEP Mr. EVANS,  Jonathan, Reporter  (Economic and monetary affairs Committee) present this 
report (A5-0229/2001, 20/06/2001). 

Effective and fair competition policy and its enforcement applied uniformly across the European 
Union is crucial to the goal of furthering European competitiveness and to ensuring that consumers 
in Europe receive a fair deal. Restraints of competition which cannot be justified on economic 
grounds will harm those consumers and competitors who comply with the rules.  

The European Parliament has accepted that the current system of regulating European competition 
policy is too bureaucratic, cumbersome and ineffective.  The Community needs a more workable, 
straightforward system, which is efficient, easy to comply with and which can detect and deal with 
problem areas effectively.  Therefore, the initiative by the Commission to radically overhaul the 
competition rules now, in advance of an enlarged Community, is welcome.  

However, the new regime proposed by the Commission requires some modification, if the 
Commission is to achieve its intended objectives and ensure a regime that is practical in its 
application.    Certain significant elements of the reform require clarification which the Commission 
has stated will be forthcoming in future Commission documents (regulations, notices and 
guidelines).  These are essential to ensure full assessment of the proposed reform. 

20.Communication from the Commission to the Council and the European Parliament - E-
commerce and financial services. COM(2001) 66 final, 07/02/2001. 

20.1. Purpose: to present a Commission Communication on e-commerce and financial services. 

20.2. Content : The Lisbon European Council's deadline of 2005 to establish an integrated European 
market in financial services is central to the Community's employment and growth agenda. How the 
e-commerce Directive interacts with existing financial services legislation is of central significance 
to the development of a clear and coherent policy for cross-border trade in financial services. 
Against this background, the Commission calls for building on the approach set out in the directive 
to establish a fully functioning internal market for retail financial services; secure coherence 
between financial services legislation and the e-commerce Directive; secure coherence also between 
on-line and more traditional provision of financial services; and examine how the internal market 
clause will apply in areas where national rules significantly diverge, to avoid exposing consumers 
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and investors to legal regimes that may differ substantially from their own. To assist Member States 
and service providers, and to ensure compliance with the e-commerce Directive, the Commission 
will conduct an analysis, in the course of this year(for review in 2003), indicating certain types of 
national provisions that Member States may apply to incoming services. To prepare this analysis, 
the Commission will undertake a review, paying particular attention to the way the derogation in the 
directive will be applied to on-line financial services offered from another Member State. Any 
restriction to the free provision of services, which can be justified under the derogations by the need 
to protect consumers and investors, must not be disproportionate with regard to the Union's 
objective of free movement of information society services. Against this background, a new policy 
framework will be developed, covering three policy areas: 

- a programme of convergence covering contractual and non-contractual rules; 

- targeted steps to encourage consumer confidence in cross-border redress and internet payments; 

- enhanced supervisory co-operation. 
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Annexes 

Annex 1: Evolution of the cost of transfers after Directive 97/5/CE 
 

Country Origin 
of the Transfer Total Cost in 1994 Total Cost in 1999 

Luxembourg 15,74 8,91 
Netherlands 18,84 10 
Belgium 23,07 13,37 
Germany 26,16 13,78 
France 33,01 16,88 
Spain 22,04 20,5 
Italy 20,88 18,26 
Portugal 26,74 29,68 
Ireland 27,13 25,98 
Average 23,7344444 17,4844444 

Table 9: Evolution of the cost of transfers after Directive 97/5/CE 
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Figure 3: Evolution of the cost of transfers after Directive 97/5/CE 
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Annex 2: Current Eurogiro members (as from May 2001) 

Table 10: Current Eurogiro members (as from May 2001) 
Country - 29 Eurogiro Member - 32 
Austria P.S.K AG 
Belgium POST-CHEQUE 
Cape Verde Correios de Cabo Verde 
Denmark BG Bank A/S 
Finland Sampo Bank Plc. 
France La Poste 
Germany Deutsche Postbank 
Greece Hellenic post 
Iceland Iceland post 
Ireland AN-Post 
Israel Israel Postal Authority 
Italy Poste Italiane 
Japan Postal savings Bureau 
Luxembourg P&T 
Marocco Barid Al Maghrib 
Netherlands ING Bank N.V. 
Norway Den norske Bank 
Portugal CTT Correios 
Romania Banc Post, Posta Romana 
Slovakia Postova Banka 
Slovenia Postna banka Slovenije dd 
Spain BBVA, Correos y Telegrafos 
Sweden Postgirot bank 
Switzerland Swiss Post Postfinance 
Tunisia Tunisian Post 
Turkey General Directorate of Post 
United Kingdom Girobank PLC 
USA The Chase Manhattan Bank, Deutsche Bank 

Source: www.eurogiro.com 
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Annex 3: SWIFT costs 

Table 11: SWIFT costs 
Status of the institution                                           € 
shareholders 10 000 
Non-shareholders members 10 000 
Sub-members 5 000 
Sub-member connected through an affiliated 
institution’s existing connection 

2 5000 

Source: www.swift.com 

http://www.swift.com/
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Annex 4: Primary Legislation 

1. Treaty on European Union (signed in  Maastricht on 7 February 1992)70, consolidated 
version. Official Journal C 340, 10.11.1997, pp. 145-172 

TITLE I 

Common provisions 

Article 2 (ex Article B)    

The Union shall set itself the following objectives: 

— to promote economic and social progress and a high level of employment and to achieve 
balanced and sustainable development, in particular through the creation of an area without internal 
frontiers, through the strengthening of economic and social cohesion and through the establishment 
of economic and monetary union, ultimately including a single currency in accordance with the 
provisions of this Treaty; 

— to assert its identity on the international scene, in particular through the implementation of a 
common foreign and security policy including the progressive framing of a common defence policy, 
which might lead to a common defence, in accordance with the provisions of Article 17; 

— to strengthen the protection of the rights and interests of the nationals of its Member States 
through the introduction of a citizenship of the Union; 

— to maintain and develop the Union as an area of freedom, security and justice, in which the free 
movement of persons is assured in conjunction with appropriate measures with respect to external 
border controls, asylum, immigration and the prevention and combating of crime; 

— to maintain in full the acquis communautaire and build on it with a view to considering to what 
extent the policies and forms of co-operation introduced by this Treaty may need to be revised with 
the aim of ensuring the effectiveness of the mechanisms and the institutions of the Community. 

The objectives of the Union shall be achieved as provided in this Treaty and in accordance with the 
conditions and the timetable set out therein while respecting the principle of subsidiarity as defined 
in Article 5 of the Treaty establishing the European Community. 

                                                           
70 Consolidated version incorporating the changes made by the Treaty of Amsterdam amending the Treaty on 
European Union, the Treaties establishing the European Communities and certain related acts, signed at 
Amsterdam on 2 October 1997.  
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2. Treaty establishing the European Community (signed in Rome on 25 March 1957), 
consolidated version  Official Journal C 340, 10.11.1997, pp. 173-308  

PART ONE 

PRINCIPLES 

Article 2 (ex Article 2)    

The Community shall have as its task, by establishing a common market and an economic and 
monetary union and by implementing common policies or activities referred to in Articles 3 and 4, 
to promote throughout the Community a harmonious, balanced and sustainable development of 
economic activities, a high level of employment and of social protection, equality between men and 
women, sustainable and non-inflationary growth, a high degree of competitiveness and convergence 
of economic performance, a high level of protection and improvement of the quality of the 
environment, the raising of the standard of living and quality of life, and economic and social 
cohesion and solidarity among Member States. 

Article 3 (ex Article 3)    

1. For the purposes set out in Article 2, the activities of the Community shall include, as provided in 
this Treaty and in accordance with the timetable set out therein: 

 (a) the prohibition, as between Member States, of customs duties and quantitative restrictions on 
the import and export of goods, and of all other measures having equivalent effect; 

 (b) a common commercial policy; 

 (c) an internal market characterised by the abolition, as between Member States, of obstacles to the 
free movement of goods, persons, services and capital; 

 (d) measures concerning the entry and movement of persons as provided for in Title IV; 

 (e) a common policy in the sphere of agriculture and fisheries; 

(f) a common policy in the sphere of transport; 

(g) a system ensuring that competition in the internal market is not distorted; 

(h) the approximation of the laws of Member States to the extent required for the functioning of the 
common market; 

(i) the promotion of co-ordination between employment policies of the Member States with a view 
to enhancing their effectiveness by developing a co-ordinated strategy for employment; 

(j) a policy in the social sphere comprising a European Social Fund; 

(k) the strengthening of economic and social cohesion; 

(l) a policy in the sphere of the environment; 

(m) the strengthening of the competitiveness of Community industry; 
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(n) the promotion of research and technological development; 

(o) encouragement for the establishment and development of trans-European networks; 

(p) a contribution to the attainment of a high level of health protection; 

(q) a contribution to education and training of quality and to the flowering of the cultures of the 
Member States; 

(r) a policy in the sphere of development co-operation; 

(s) the association of the overseas countries and territories in order to increase trade and promote 
jointly economic and social development; 

(t) a contribution to the strengthening of consumer protection; 

(u) measures in the spheres of energy, civil protection and tourism. 

2. In all the activities referred to in this Article, the Community shall aim to eliminate inequalities, 
and to promote equality, between men and women. 

Article 4 (ex Article 3a)    

1. For the purposes set out in Article 2, the activities of the Member States and the Community shall 
include, as provided in this Treaty and in accordance with the timetable set out therein, the adoption 
of an economic policy which is based on the close co-ordination of Member States' economic 
policies, on the internal market and on the definition of common objectives, and conducted in 
accordance with the principle of an open market economy with free competition. 

2. Concurrently with the foregoing, and as provided in this Treaty and in accordance with the 
timetable and the procedures set out therein, these activities shall include the irrevocable fixing of 
exchange rates leading to the introduction of a single currency, the ECU, and the definition and 
conduct of a single monetary policy and exchange-rate policy the primary objective of both of 
which shall be to maintain price stability and, without prejudice to this objective, to support the 
general economic policies in the Community, in accordance with the principle of an open market 
economy with free competition. 

3. These activities of the Member States and the Community shall entail compliance with the 
following guiding principles: stable prices, sound public finances and monetary conditions and a 
sustainable balance of payments. 
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TITLE III 

Free movement of persons, 

services and capital 

CHAPTER 4 

CAPITAL AND PAYMENTS 

Article 56 (ex Article 73b)   

1. Within the framework of the provisions set out in this Chapter, all restrictions on the movement 
of capital between Member States and between Member States and third countries shall be 
prohibited. 

2. Within the framework of the provisions set out in this Chapter, all restrictions on payments 
between Member States and between Member States and third countries shall be prohibited. 

Article 57 (ex Article 73c)    

1. The provisions of Article 56 shall be without prejudice to the application to third countries of any 
restrictions which exist on 31 December 1993 under national or Community law adopted in respect 
of the movement of capital to or from third countries involving direct investment — including in 
real estate — establishment, the provision of financial services or the admission of securities to 
capital markets. 

2. Whilst endeavouring to achieve the objective of free movement of capital between Member 
States and third countries to the greatest extent possible and without prejudice to the other Chapters 
of this Treaty, the Council may, acting by a qualified majority on a proposal from the Commission, 
adopt measures on the movement of capital to or from third countries involving direct investment 
— including investment in real estate — establishment, the provision of financial services or the 
admission of securities to capital markets. Unanimity shall be required for measures under this 
paragraph which constitute a step back in Community law as regards the liberalisation of the 
movement of capital to or from third countries. 

Article 58 (ex Article 73d)    

1. The provisions of Article 56 shall be without prejudice to the right of Member States: 

(a) to apply the relevant provisions of their tax law which distinguish between taxpayers who are 
not in the same situation with regard to their place of residence or with regard to the place where 
their capital is invested; 

(b) to take all requisite measures to prevent infringements of national law and regulations, in 
particular in the field of taxation and the prudential supervision of financial institutions, or to lay 
down procedures for the declaration of capital movements for purposes of administrative or 
statistical information, or to take measures which are justified on grounds of public policy or public 
security. 

2. The provisions of this Chapter shall be without prejudice to the applicability of restrictions on the 
right of establishment which are compatible with this Treaty. 
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3. The measures and procedures referred to in paragraphs 1 and 2 shall not constitute a means of 
arbitrary discrimination or a disguised restriction on the free movement of capital and payments as 
defined in Article 56. 

Article 59 (ex Article 73f)    

Where, in exceptional circumstances, movements of capital to or from third countries cause, or 
threaten to cause, serious difficulties for the operation of economic and monetary union, the 
Council, acting by a qualified majority on a proposal from the Commission and after consulting the 
ECB, may take safeguard measures with regard to third countries for a period not exceeding six 
months if such measures are strictly necessary. 

Article 60 (ex Article 73g)   

1. If, in the cases envisaged in Article 301, action by the Community is deemed necessary, the 
Council may, in accordance with the procedure provided for in Article 301, take the necessary 
urgent measures on the movement of capital and on payments as regards the third countries 
concerned. 

2. Without prejudice to Article 297 and as long as the Council has not taken measures pursuant to 
paragraph 1, a Member State may, for serious political reasons and on grounds of urgency, take 
unilateral measures against a third country with regard to capital movements and payments. The 
Commission and the other Member States shall be informed of such measures by the date of their 
entry into force at the latest. 

The Council may, acting by a qualified majority on a proposal from the Commission, decide that 
the Member State concerned shall amend or abolish such measures. The President of the Council 
shall inform the European Parliament of any such decision taken by the Council. 
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TITLE VI (ex Title V) Common rules on competition, 

taxation and approximation 

of law 

CHAPTER 1 RULES ON COMPETITION 

Section 1 

Rules applying to undertakings 

Article 81 (ex Article 85)   

1. The following shall be prohibited as incompatible with the common market: all agreements 
between undertakings, decisions by associations of undertakings and concerted practices which may 
affect trade between Member States and which have as their object or effect the prevention, 
restriction or distortion of competition within the common market, and in particular those which: 

(a) directly or indirectly fix purchase or selling prices or any other trading conditions; 

(b) limit or control production, markets, technical development, or investment; 

(c) share markets or sources of supply; 

(d) apply dissimilar conditions to equivalent transactions with other trading parties, thereby placing 
them at a competitive disadvantage; 

(e) make the conclusion of contracts subject to acceptance by the other parties of supplementary 
obligations which, by their nature or according to commercial usage, have no connection with the 
subject of such contracts. 

2. Any agreements or decisions prohibited pursuant to this Article shall be automatically void. 

3. The provisions of paragraph 1 may, however, be declared inapplicable in the case of: 

— any agreement or category of agreements between undertakings; 

— any decision or category of decisions by associations of undertakings; 

— any concerted practice or category of concerted practices, 

which contributes to improving the production or distribution of goods or to promoting technical or 
economic progress, while allowing consumers a fair share of the resulting benefit, and which does 
not: 

(a) impose on the undertakings concerned restrictions which are not indispensable to the attainment 
of these objectives; 

(b) afford such undertakings the possibility of eliminating competition in respect of a substantial 
part of the products in question. 
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Article 82 (ex Article 86)    

Any abuse by one or more undertakings of a dominant position within the common market or in a 
substantial part of it shall be prohibited as incompatible with the common market insofar as it may 
affect trade between Member States. 

Such abuse may, in particular, consist in: 

(a) directly or indirectly imposing unfair purchase or selling prices or other unfair trading 
conditions; 

(b) limiting production, markets or technical development to the prejudice of consumers; 

c) applying dissimilar conditions to equivalent transactions with other trading parties, thereby 
placing them at a competitive disadvantage; 

(d) making the conclusion of contracts subject to acceptance by the other parties of supplementary 
obligations which, by their nature or according to commercial usage, have no connection with the 
subject of such contracts. 

Article 83 (ex Article 87)    

1. The appropriate regulations or directives to give effect to the principles set out in Articles 81 and 
82 shall be laid down by the Council, acting by a qualified majority on a proposal from the 
Commission and after consulting the European Parliament. 

2. The regulations or directives referred to in paragraph 1 shall be designed in particular: 

(a) to ensure compliance with the prohibitions laid down in Article 81(1) and in Article 82 by 
making provision for fines and periodic penalty payments; 

(b) to lay down detailed rules for the application of Article 81(3), taking into account the need to 
ensure effective supervision on the one hand, and to simplify administration to the greatest possible 
extent on the other; 

(c) to define, if need be, in the various branches of the economy, the scope of the provisions of 
Articles 81 and 82; 

(d) to define the respective functions of the Commission and of the Court of Justice in applying the 
provisions laid down in this paragraph; 

(e) to determine the relationship between national laws and the provisions contained in this Section 
or adopted pursuant to this Article. 

Article 84 (ex Article 88)    

Until the entry into force of the provisions adopted in pursuance of Article 83, the authorities in 
Member States shall rule on the admissibility of agreements, decisions and concerted practices and 
on abuse of a dominant position in the common market in accordance with the law of their country 
and with the provisions of Article 81, in particular paragraph 3, and of Article 82. 

Article 85 (ex Article 89)    
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1. Without prejudice to Article 84, the Commission shall ensure the application of the principles 
laid down in Articles 81 and 82. On application by a Member State or on its own initiative, and in 
cooperation with the competent authorities in the Member States, who shall give it their assistance, 
the Commission shall investigate cases of suspected infringement of these principles. If it finds that 
there has been an infringement, it shall propose appropriate measures to bring it to an end. 

2. If the infringement is not brought to an end, the Commission shall record such infringement of 
the principles in a reasoned decision. The Commission may publish its decision and authorise 
Member States to take the measures, the conditions and details of which it shall determine, needed 
to remedy the situation. 

Article 86 (ex Article 90)   

1. In the case of public undertakings and undertakings to which Member States grant special or 
exclusive rights, Member States shall neither enact nor maintain in force any measure contrary to 
the rules contained in this Treaty, in particular to those rules provided for in Article 12 and Articles 
81 to 89. 

2. Undertakings entrusted with the operation of services of general economic interest or having the 
character of a revenue-producing monopoly shall be subject to the rules contained in this Treaty, in 
particular to the rules on competition, insofar as the application of such rules does not obstruct the 
performance, in law or in fact, of the particular tasks assigned to them. The development of trade 
must not be affected to such an extent as would be contrary to the interests of the Community. 

3. The Commission shall ensure the application of the provisions of this Article and shall, where 
necessary, address appropriate directives or decisions to Member States. 
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CHAPTER 3 

APPROXIMATION OF LAWS 

Article 94 (ex Article 100)   

The Council shall, acting unanimously on a proposal from the Commission and after consulting the 
European Parliament and the Economic and Social Committee, issue directives for the 
approximation of such laws, regulations or administrative provisions of the Member States as 
directly affect the establishment or functioning of the common market. 

Article 95 (ex Article 100a)    

1. By way of derogation from Article 94 and save where otherwise provided in this Treaty, the 
following provisions shall apply for the achievement of the objectives set out in Article 14. The 
Council shall, acting in accordance with the procedure referred to in Article 251 and after 
consulting the Economic and Social Committee, adopt the measures for the approximation of the 
provisions laid down by law, regulation or administrative action in Member States which have as 
their object the establishment and functioning of the internal market. 
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TITLE VII (ex Title VI) 

Economic and monetary policy 

CHAPTER 2 

MONETARY POLICY 

Article 105 (ex Article 105) 

1. The primary objective of the ESCB shall be to maintain price stability. Without prejudice to the 
objective of price stability, the ESCB shall support the general economic policies in the Community 
with a view to contributing to the achievement of the objectives of the Community as laid down in 
Article 2. The ESCB shall act in accordance with the principle of an open market economy with 
free competition, favouring an efficient allocation of resources, and in compliance with the 
principles set out in Article 4. 

2. The basic tasks to be carried out through the ESCB shall be: 

— to define and implement the monetary policy of the Community; 

— to conduct foreign exchange operations consistent with the provisions of Article 111; 

— to hold and manage the official foreign reserves of the Member States; 

— to promote the smooth operation of payment systems. 

3. The third indent of paragraph 2 shall be without prejudice to the holding and management by the 
governments of Member States of foreign-exchange working balances. 

4. The ECB shall be consulted: 

— on any proposed Community act in its fields of competence; 

— by national authorities regarding any draft legislative provision in its fields of competence, but 
within the limits and under the conditions set out by the Council in accordance with the procedure 
laid down in Article 107(6). 

The ECB may submit opinions to the appropriate Community institutions or bodies or to national 
authorities on matters in its fields of competence. 

5. The ESCB shall contribute to the smooth conduct of policies pursued by the competent 
authorities relating to the prudential supervision of credit institutions and the stability of the 
financial system. 

6. The Council may, acting unanimously on a proposal from the Commission and after consulting 
the ECB and after receiving the assent of the European Parliament, confer upon the ECB specific 
tasks concerning policies relating to the prudential supervision of credit institutions and other 
financial institutions with the exception of insurance undertakings. 
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Article 106 (ex Article 105a)    

1. The ECB shall have the exclusive right to authorise the issue of banknotes within the 
Community. The ECB and the national central banks may issue such notes. The banknotes issued 
by the ECB and the national central banks shall be the only such notes to have the status of legal 
tender within the Community. 

2. Member States may issue coins subject to approval by the ECB of the volume of the issue. The 
Council may, acting in accordance with the procedure referred to in Article 252 and after consulting 
the ECB, adopt measures to harmonise the denominations and technical specifications of all coins 
intended for circulation to the extent necessary to permit their smooth circulation within the 
Community. 

Article 107 (ex Article 106)    

1. The ESCB shall be composed of the ECB and of the national central banks. 

2. The ECB shall have legal personality. 

3. The ESCB shall be governed by the decision-making bodies of the ECB which shall be the 
Governing Council and the Executive Board. 

4. The Statute of the ESCB is laid down in a Protocol annexed to this Treaty. 

5. Articles 5.1, 5.2, 5.3, 17, 18, 19.1, 22, 23, 24, 26, 32.2, 32.3, 32.4, 32.6, 33.1(a) and 36 of the 
Statute of the ESCB may be amended by the Council, acting either by a qualified majority on a 
recommendation from the ECB and after consulting the Commission or unanimously on a proposal 
from the Commission and after consulting the ECB. In either case, the assent of the European 
Parliament shall be required. 

6. The Council, acting by a qualified majority either on a proposal from the Commission and after 
consulting the European Parliament and the ECB or on a recommendation from the ECB and after 
consulting the European Parliament and the Commission, shall adopt the provisions referred to in 
Articles 4, 5.4, 19.2, 20, 28.1, 29.2, 30.4 and 34.3 of the Statute of the ESCB. 

Article 108 (ex Article 107)    

When exercising the powers and carrying out the tasks and duties conferred upon them by this 
Treaty and the Statute of the ESCB, neither the ECB, nor a national central bank, nor any member 
of their decision-making bodies shall seek or take instructions from Community institutions or 
bodies, from any government of a Member State or from any other body. The Community 
institutions and bodies and the governments of the Member States undertake to respect this 
principle and not to seek to influence the members of the decision-making bodies of the ECB or of 
the national central banks in the performance of their tasks. 

Article 109 (ex Article 108)    

Each Member State shall ensure, at the latest at the date of the establishment of the ESCB, that its 
national legislation including the statutes of its national central bank is compatible with this Treaty 
and the Statute of the ESCB. 
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Article 110 (ex Article 108a)    

1. In order to carry out the tasks entrusted to the ESCB, the ECB shall, in accordance with the 
provisions of this Treaty and under the conditions laid down in the Statute of the ESCB: 

— make regulations to the extent necessary to implement the tasks defined in Article 3.1, first 
indent, Articles 19.1, 22 and 25.2 of the Statute of the ESCB and in cases which shall be laid down 
in the acts of the Council referred to in Article 107(6); 

— take decisions necessary for carrying out the tasks entrusted to the ESCB under this Treaty and 
the Statute of the ESCB; 

— make recommendations and deliver opinions. 

2. A regulation shall have general application. It shall be binding in its entirety and directly 
applicable in all Member States. 

Recommendations and opinions shall have no binding force. 

A decision shall be binding in its entirety upon those to whom it is addressed. 

Articles 253, 254 and 256 shall apply to regulations and decisions adopted by the ECB. 

The ECB may decide to publish its decisions, recommendations and opinions. 

3. Within the limits and under the conditions adopted by the Council under the procedure laid down 
in Article 107(6), the ECB shall be entitled to impose fines or periodic penalty payments on 
undertakings for failure to comply with obligations under its regulations and decisions. 

Article 111 (Article 109)   

1. By way of derogation from Article 300, the Council may, acting unanimously on a 
recommendation from the ECB or from the Commission, and after consulting the ECB in an 
endeavour to reach a consensus consistent with the objective of price stability, after consulting the 
European Parliament, in accordance with the procedure in paragraph 3 for determining the 
arrangements, conclude formal agreements on an exchange-rate system for the ECU in relation to 
non-Community currencies. The Council may, acting by a qualified majority on a recommendation 
from the ECB or from the Commission, and after consulting the ECB in an endeavour to reach a 
consensus consistent with the objective of price stability, adopt, adjust or abandon the central rates 
of the ECU within the exchange-rate system. The President of the Council shall inform the 
European Parliament of the adoption, adjustment or abandonment of the ECU central rates. 

2. In the absence of an exchange-rate system in relation to one or more non-Community currencies 
as referred to in paragraph 1, the Council, acting by a qualified majority either on a 
recommendation from the Commission and after consulting the ECB or on a recommendation from 
the ECB, may formulate general orientations for exchange-rate policy in relation to these 
currencies. These general orientations shall be without prejudice to the primary objective of the 
ESCB to maintain price stability. 

3. By way of derogation from Article 300, where agreements concerning monetary or foreign 
exchange regime matters need to be negotiated by the Community with one or more States or 
international organisations, the Council, acting by a qualified majority on a recommendation from 
the Commission and after consulting the ECB, shall decide the arrangements for the negotiation and 
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for the conclusion of such agreements. These arrangements shall ensure that the Community 
expresses a single position. The Commission shall be fully associated with the negotiations. 

Agreements concluded in accordance with this paragraph shall be binding on the institutions of the 
Community, on the ECB and on Member States. 

4. Subject to paragraph 1, the Council shall, on a proposal from the Commission and after 
consulting the ECB, acting by a qualified majority decide on the position of the Community at 
international level as regards issues of particular relevance to economic and monetary union and, 
acting unanimously, decide its representation in compliance with the allocation of powers laid down 
in Articles 99 and 105. 

5. Without prejudice to Community competence and Community agreements as regards economic 
and monetary union, Member States may negotiate in international bodies and conclude 
international agreements. 
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Annex 5: Stages in the procedure of the Cross-border bank transfers 

Initial European Commission proposal 
COM(94) 436 final, 18/11/1994. C4-229/1994.  
Official Journal C 360 , 17/12/1994 p. 0013 

European Parliament Report tabled 
Report A4-0089/1995, 20/04/1995.   PE211.598.    
Official Journal C 151 19-JUN-95, p.2 

Committee: Economic and monetary affairs  
Reporter: PEIJS Karla M.H. (PPE) 

European Parliament opinion 1st reading (Codecision procedure) 
PE R4-0089/1995, 19/05/1995.  
Official Journal C 151 19-JUN-95, pp. 358-370 

Opinion of Economic and Social Committee  
CES 573/1995,  31/05/1995.  
Official Journal C 236 11-SEP-95, p. 1 

Modified European Commission proposal  
COM(1995)264 final, 06/06/1995. C4-0206/1995  
Official Journal C 199 03-AUG-95 016 

Opinion of Economic and Social Committee 
CES 962/1995, 13/09/1995.  
Official Journal C 301 13-NOV-95, p.1 

Council common position  
CSL 11262/1/1995, 04/12/1995. C4-0579/1995  
Official Journal C 353 30-DEC-95 052 

Commission assessment  
SEC(1995)1976,  11/12/1995 

European Parliament Recommendation for 2nd reading tabled 
Report A4-0033/1996, 12/02/1996.  PE215.629 
Official Journal C 78 18-MAR-96, p.3 

European Parliament decision (second reading)  
Resolution R4-33/1996, 13/03/1996. 
Official Journal C 96 01-APR-96 012 074 

European Commission opinion, 2nd reading 
COM(1996) 172, final, 19/04/1996.  C4-0246/1996  

Joint text 
CSL 3632/1996, 22/11/1996.  C4-0660/1996  

European Parliament Recommendation for 3rd reading tabled  
Report A4-4/1997, 19/12/1996  . PE216.737  
Official Journal C 33 03-FEB-97, p. 23 
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European Parliament codecision, 3rd reading 
Resolution R4-4/1997, 16/01/1997. 
Official Journal C 33 03-FEB-97, p.58-77. 

Final act  
Directive 97/5/EC, 27/01/1997  
Official Journal L 43 14-FEB-97, p.25-31. 
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